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value research. 
For some smart librarians, co-sourcing the 
research function with carefully chosen partners 
has proven to be an effective way to answer the 
increasingly complex business and technical 
questions of their clients. Co -sourcing extends 
the reach of these librarians, allowing them time 
to focus on higher visibility, strategic functions. 
Since 1993, Threshold researchers have been 
partners with smart information managers in some 
of America's finest companies. We support their 
success from behind the scenes by providing 
value -added, cost-effective research services, 
freeing them to be more involved in high - impact 
activities that open doors to professional success 
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Toward World-Class Knowledge Services: Emerging Trends in Specialized Research 
Libraries, Part Two: The Customer Perspective 
Knowledge services enable specialized research libraries to support the larger organization in 
achieving its objectives and providing its customers with the highest Levels of information , 
knowledge, and learning management. In Part One of an article that ran in the June issue, 
the authors identify trends in world-class specialized research libraries that reflect 
organizational commitment to providing high levels of resources. 
Learning from Other Libraries: Benchmarking to Assess Library Performance 
This is the second article in a series that describes assessment activities at the National 
Institute of Standards and Techhology (NIST) Research Library. In it, the authors present the 
results of a benchmarking study that was undertaken to address concerns tnat stagnant and 
inadequate funding of the Research Li brary was undermining its ability to setve its customers. 
Scared or Prepared? Disaster Planning Makes the Difference 
Laurie Bolger, a conservation librarian, believes that "none of us today can afford to remain 
unaware of the dangers libraries face from threats of terrorism in all its nefarious forms." 
Using examples of tragedies that have befallen depositories of information, she offers 
guidelines for how to safeguard collections, assess vulnerabilities, and respond to an 
emergency scenario. 
What a Job! Why Should I Say "Yes" to Chapter President-Elect? 
SLA mem b_ers Jan Chindlund and Susan Fifer Canby share what they learned from SLA 
respondents in their April 2003 survey of current presidents, presidents-elect, and program 
chairs about the whys and wherefores of serving in the position of chapter president-elect. 
The results of the survey and case studies might help you say "yes" if you're asked to seNe. 
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Hello Everyone! 
This is my first Information Outlook 
column, and there are two very excit-
industry, and in many, if not, all of our 
employing organizations. I know that 
Janice will help us take a fresh look at 
our association. I know that she will help 
us position our association positively to 
respond to these changes for the benefit 
of our members, our industry, and 
ultimately for our customers, clients, 
partners, and users. Please welcome 
Janice when you have a chance-she'll 
appreciate hearing from you. 
Second, we held an historic vote during 
the annual business meeting at our June 
conference in New York City. Members 
had the opportunity to vote on changing 
our name to Information Professionals 
International, SLA (initials only), or 
retaining Special Libraries Association 
as our name. 
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Committee, and all of our stakeholders 
to improve our image, strengthen our 
brand, reposition the association, and 
expand our area of influence. Find out 
more about Chris Olson & Associates, 
the Brand Team, and what to expect in 
the months ahead in Chris Olson's first 
"Brand Talk" column in this issue. 
"Brand Talk" will be published regularly 
in Information Outlook to keep you 
informed of our branding activities. 
I thank the people who worked tirelessly 
over the past three and half years to get 
us where we are today in our branding 
initiatives. These are the members of the 
Branding Task Force, including: Stephen 
Abram (Chair), Carol Ginsburg (Past 
Chair), Cindy Romaine, Neil Infield, 
Holly Bussey, Lynn Smith (member and 
ing topics I want to discuss with you . staff liaison), David Stern (board liaison) 
It's my pleasure to tell you that members and Bill Fisher (ex officio) . Former 
First, I am very pleased that we have 
chosen Janice Lachance to be our new 
executive director. She assumes her re-
sponsibilities on July 1, 2003. Janice 
brings a new perspective and approach 
to our association. For the past two 
years, she has been consulting with non-
profit and membership organizations in 
the areas of strategic planning, organi-
zational development, and culture 
change. She has a solid reputation for 
building partnerships and alliances . 
While in a variety of positions within 
the U.S. Office of Personnel Manage-
ment, including serving as the 
agency's director from 1997 until 2001, 
voted to retain the Special Libraries 
Association name. Our nearly 100-year-
old name is a highly recognized and re-
spected brand name in the information 
industry. Keeping our name allows us to 
build on our heritage, while keeping our 
focus on the expanding information 
economy of the 21st century. 
Voting on a name is the first step in our 
branding process. In the months and 
years ahead, we are committed to chang-
ing the perceptions of our association 
and our profession. This is an enormous 
task, and we've been laying the ground-
work for many years . I'm confident we 
she developed a strong background in are ready to take the next steps in this 
public policy, communications, and pioneering effort. 
Branding Task Force members include: 
Ava Goldman, Marian Bremer, Roberta 
Piccoli, Barbara Spiegelman and Dottie 
Moon (former board liaison). A special 
thanks to past president Susan DiMattia 
and her board for their vision and for 
creating the special task forces that 
started this branding process. lfyou have 
an opportunity to thank them, too, I'm 
sure they would appreciate it! 
I am always interested in talking with you 
and hearing more about your perspec-
tives, concerns, and hot topics. Please feel 
free to write (cindyvhill@yahoo.com) or 
call (408-276-3326). 
leadership. All of these experiences are I'm looking forward to our year together! 
invaluable assets that we need right now. Working under the direction of the 
Our association continues to undergo 
enormous changes that reflect what is 
happening in society, in the information 
board, Chris Olson & Associates will be 
guiding us in our branding and market-
ing initiatives, working with association 
staff members, the Public Relations Cynthia Hill, President 2003-2004 
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IMLS Awards Over $150 Million 
to State Libraries: 
Funds Will Improve Technology 
and Provide Service to America's 
Neediest 
The Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) has announced 
grants totaling $150,435,000 to 
library agencies in the 50 states, 
the District of Columbia, and the 
U.S. territories. These federal grants 
help provide library service to 
America's rural and urban residents, 
particularly to children living in 
poverty. The grants also provide 
libraries with technology to keep 
the public connected to information 
they need and use. 
The grants are awarded under the 
Library Services and Technology Act 
and are made to each state accord-
ing to a population-based formula. 
State agencies administer the funds, 
and states provide at least $1 for 
every $2 of federal support. 
The funds help library patrons pre-
pare for and find employment 
through skills and career assess-
ment testing, and resume and cover 
letter writing workshops, and by 
providing free access to electronic 
job banks. 
Early childhood education is also a 
priority. Libraries team up with or-
ganizations such as Head Start; the 
Women, Infants and Children 
(WIC) program; and housing au-
thorities to promote school readi-
ness, provide family literacy pro-
grams, and disseminate children's 
books and information on local pre-
school programs. 
Libraries also invest in technology. 
Public libraries are the number one 
point of online access for people 
information outlook 
without Internet connections at 
home, school, or work-95 percent 
of libraries provide free public ac-
cess to the Internet. 
The IMLS is an independent federal 
grant-making agency that supports 
the nation's 15,000 museums and 
122,000 libraries. The institute en-
courages partnerships to expand the 
educational benefit of libraries and 
museums. For more information, go 
to www.imls.gov. 
LMD International Paper 
Competition 
The Library Management Division 
(LMD) has announced that Paiki 
Muswazi is the winner of the LMD 
International Paper Competition. 
Muswazi is a Global 2000 Fellow 
and head of special collections at 
the University of Swaziland Librar-
ies. He will receive an all-expense-
paid trip to SLA's 94th Annual Con-
ference in New York City and a two-
year SLA membership. Honorable 
mention was given to Umar Farooq, 
a reference specialist with the USIA 
Resource Center in Islamabad and 
his father, Muhammad Yaqub 
Chaudhary, a librarian at the Univer-
sity of Aziz in Kashmir in Pakistan. 
Chaudhary, a Global 2000 Fellow, 
has been twinned by the Pacific 
Northwest chapter and received the 
Science and Technology Division's 
Travel Award in 2002. The second 
honorable mention went to K. A. 
Raju, director of the National Insti-
tute of Rural Development in 
Hyderabad, India. 
SLA's Advertising & Marketing 
Division Praised for Research Site 
The Advertising & Marketing 
Division's Branding Resource was 
singled out as one of the best busi-
ness research sites in the April 2003 
issue of The Best of the Business Web 
eLetter, published by FindSVP. Special 
thanks go to Chris Olson for com-
piling the original list and to all the 
Division memben; who recommended 
additional sources. To visit the site, go 
to http://makeashorterlink.com/ 
?N2C312F34. 
For a free subscription to The Best 
of the Business Web eLetter, go to: 
http://www.findsvp.com/insights/ 
bbw /bbwsubscribe.cfm. 
2003 Jefferson Muzzle Awards 
The Jefferson Muzzles are awarded 
to draw national attention to abridg-
ments of free speech and press and, 
at the same time, foster an appre-
ciation for those First Amendment 
rights. Because the importance and 
value of free expression extend far 
beyond the First Amendment's limit 
on government censorship, acts of 
private censorship are also consid-
ered for the dubious honor of re-
ceiving a Muzzle. Ten awards are 
given each year. Most notable to the 
library community in 2003 is the 
Muzzle award to the 107th Congress 
for passing the USA PATRIOT Act. 
For full details on this, and other 
awards, go to www.tjcenter.org/ 
muzzles.html. 
Domestic Security 
Enhancement Act 
In March, SLA and other organiza-
tions sent a letter to members of 
Congress urging them to oppose the 
Domestic Security Enhancement 
Act (DSEA). The letter addresses 
concern about terrorist threats 
against the United States, but we are 
worried that the DSEA, if enacted, 
would be the wrong remedy for this 
problem. To read the letter, go to 
http://www.sla.org/Documents/ 
Patriot_II.htm. 
Homeland Digital Library 
Planned 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
plans to launch a digital library with 
research on homeland security 
issues. The library will be open to 
students at the school, employees 
of the Departments of Justice and 
Homeland Security, and likely other 
federal agencies as well. Justice had 
asked the school to develop a 
homeland security curriculum and 
an associated library. http:// 
www.fcw.com/fcw /articles/2003/ 
0421/news-library-04-21-03.asp. 
ProCite 5 delivers the flexible tools you need to design and build special collections 
at an affordable price. You can store data in 50 pre-defined reference types 
or create additional ones easily. With access to hundreds of Internet libraries, 
you can build a database by simply entering a search query. Hundreds of 
bibliographic styles are ready to put the finishing touch on your reference 
list presentation-whether it's chronological or grouped by subject headings. 
Access Internet libraries--link to more on line content 
Use ProCite 5 to search Internet libraries and build a reference collection instantly. 
Choose from a list of over 250 public and subscription online resources including 
the Library of Congress, OCLC, Pub Med, and university library catalogs worldwide. 
Store links to related resources-full-text articles on the Web 
or PDF files 
Your reference information can now reach beyond ProCite with neatly organized 
links in your database to full-text articles or PDF files on the Internet or any 
accessible hard drive. It's the best way to organize the numerous PDF files, 
graphics or related reference information floating around on your desktop. 
ProCite 5 provides even more useful tools to help you group references and 
create custom sorts for the reference list. With unlimited database capacity, 
you can create sizable reference collections without worry. 
Create instant bibliographies! 
You'll never have to retype a reference list with ProCite's powerful formatting tool. 
You can format citations in a reference list. footnotes, or create a bibliography 
organized by subject headings~ven produce a call number index. ProCite 
knows the bibliographic rules for over 600 styles (e.g., APA. MLA, Science) 
spanning numerous disciplines so you save time and increase accuracy. 
Discover ProCrte--and start building your reference collection today. 
Available for Windows and Macintosh in a single·user and network edition. 
Visit www.procite.com and download a free trial. 
"/ prefer ProCite for its 
impressive speed, extensive 
search fields and aher download 
search capabilities.· 
-Journal of the American 
Medical Association 
THOMSON 
ISi RESEARCHSOFT 
" ... ProCite is well worth 
the money-it's excellent 
and should be a required purchase 
for any professional researcher. " 
-MacUser UK (4.5 mice) 
Pl!OCITE. 
Sales: 800-722-1227 • 760-438-5526 • Fax:760-438-5573 
info@isiresearchsoft.com • www.procite.com 
© Copyright 2002 ISi ResearchSoft. ProCite is a registered trademark of 151® 
All trademarks are the property of their respective companies, 
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SLA Virtual 
Seminar Series 
Taxonomies for Indexing-
Advanced Seminar 
Jay Ven Eman 
July 23, 2003 
Jay Ven Eman, of Access Innova-
tions, has overseen the design and 
conversion of large, legacy data-
bases for a variety of government 
and commercial organizations. He 
writes, gives workshops, consults, 
and helps build large-scale, com-
plex, information-rich databases. 
Currently, he is helping to launch a 
major scientific, technical, and 
medical taxonomy and knowledge 
domain being developed by Access. 
He has spoken at many conferences 
throughout the world and has 
worked with thesauri, taxonomies, 
and related tools for 23 years. 
Course Description 
A thesaurus is an outline of knowl-
edge that is used heavily in content 
and knowledge management. A tax-
onomy is the hierarchical view of a 
thesaurus. Built and deployed cor-
rectly, a taxonomy is a great guide 
to a Web site, especially the under-
lying databases. It improves search-
ing by providing precise, relevant 
results to a search query. How do 
you create one? What is the 
workflow? Who should do it? How 
long does it take? 
This session goes over the rules for 
thesaurus construction. Terms and 
source materials are explored. Each 
part of the thesaurus record is ex-
plained. Full term records will be 
created using thesaurus management 
software. We will then explore using 
your taxonomy to index your content. 
You will learn about thesaurus 
information outlook 
terms ( concepts, methods, and pro-
cesses) and authority files (people, 
places, and things). We will discuss 
why you should build one, where 
you can use it, and how it works. 
Branding Master Class 
Chris Olson 
September 24, 2003 
As a marketing consultant for 19 
years, Chris Olson has has crafted, 
implemented, rescued, and revital-
ized information product and service 
brands. Her experience includes all 
aspects of brand management, from 
researching marketplace perceptions 
to outlining brand position state-
ments to brand communication and 
product strategies. She has helped 
librarians implement a wide range 
of marketing and communications 
projects; taught marketing manage-
ment courses in a graduate library 
school program; and led marketing 
courses for SLA's CE and MMI pro-
grams. She has been a conference 
keynote speaker and a meeting fa-
cilitator on a wide range of library 
marketing-related topics and issues. 
Course Description 
The presentation concentrates on 
advanced branding concepts for 
libraries and information services. 
Brand portfolios, revitalization, and 
brand expansion will be discussed. 
The presentation will also address 
specific information service brand 
challenges such as inheriting a nega-
tive brand, living the brand promise, 
co-branding pitfalls, and thriving in 
a brand-cluttered environment. 
The topics covered in this seminar 
build on the basic branding concepts 
presented in the Branding 101 work-
shop offered by SLA in June. The 
course materials are intermediate to 
advanced level and require an un-
derstanding of branding fundamentals. 
Critical Questions 
1. What is a brand portfolio, how 
is it defined, and what role does 
it play in brand management? 
2. How can a information service 
brand be revitalized? 
3. What are the best long-term 
brand management strategies for 
taking advantage of opportunities? 
4. How can some common informa-
tion services branding challenges 
be successfully overcome? 
Virtual Seminar Only 
Member $185 
Nonmember $235 
Virtual Seminar Plus V-Pak 
Member $235 
Nonmember $285 
V-Pak Only 
The V-Pak includes an audiotape of 
the session, hardcopy of handouts, 
and instructions on how to access the 
PowerPoint presentation on the Web. 
Member $95 
Nonmember $145 
Olson & Associates to Lead SLA 
Branding Initiative 
Chris Olson & Associates has been 
selected to lead the branding initia-
tive after the name vote at the 94th 
Annual Conference in June. An ac-
tive member of SLA since 1977, 
Chris Olson has given numerous 
presentations and seminars on a va-
riety of marketing topics and issues. 
For more than 19 years, her com-
pany has planned and implemented 
marketing strategies for information 
professionals and their services. The 
SLA Board of Directors expressed 
enthusiasm that Olson & Associates 
will be leading the effort to brand 
the association across the industry 
and accentuate the value our mem-
bers add to the information economy. 
Industry News 
Dynix Appoints New Vice Presi-
dent of Sales for the Americas 
Dynix, the world's leading supplier 
of information management systems 
for libraries, has announced that 
Brad Whittle, director of new sales 
since June 2002 and regional director 
of sales from 1994 to 1998, will assume 
the role of vice president of sales for 
the Americas, effective immediately. 
In his new role, Whittle will oversee 
customer and new name sales in the 
United States, Canada, Mexico, and 
Central and South America. 
Ideas are fundamental. 
Information is valuable. 
People are irreplaceable. 
Call us. 
We're ready to help. 
nerac.com 
PEOPLE POWERED SEARCHING 
one technology drive • tolland, ct 06084 • 860-872-7000 
by Guy St. Clair, 
Victoria Harriston , and 
Thomas A. Pellizzi 
Guy St. Clair, consulting specialist for knowledge management and learning at SMR International, New York, NY, is o past president of SLA. He is 
the author of Beyond Degrees: Professional Learning for Knowledge Services, recently published by K.G. Saur. He can be contacted at 
GuyStClair@cs.com. Victoria Harriston is library manager, the National Academies (National Academy of Sciences), Washington, DC. She can be 
contacted at vharrist@nas.edu. Thomas A. Pellizzi is president, JnfoSpace Consultants, New Yark, NY, and serves on the executive board of the 
New York chapter of SLA. He can be contacted at thomas.pellizzi@infospace-consultants.com. 
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• • Delivery of Services to the Custo er 
AS A MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY, KNOWLEDGE SERVICES BUILDS ON THE 
foundation of knowledge development and knowledge sharing, generally referred to with the acronym KD/KS. It is a 
framework for management that embodies the highest objectives of knowledge management and combines them 
with the basic principles of the Learning organization and the teaching organization. It builds on the assumption that ·-
all stakeholders accept their responsibility to develop, to Learn, and to share tacit, explicit, and cultural knowledge 
within the enterprise. In the knowledge-centric organization-and within its Library, information center, knowledge 
center, or other information services function-KO/KS exists for the benefit of the organizational enterprise with 
which the Library and its stakeholders are affiliated. At the same time, KD/KS is implemented in the organization for 
the growth and development of these stakeholders as they seek to exploit information management, knowledge 
management, and strategic (performance-centered) Learning for the achievement of the organizational mission. 
Knowledge Services, when adopted in the organization, 
clearly affects service delivery. As the organization seeks 
to achieve excellence through the convergence of infor-
mation management, knowledge management, and stra-
tegic (performance-centered) learning, specific benefits 
accrue: 
• Better leverage of resources and capabilities 
• Better staff utilization 
• Better performance 
• Higher quality of deliverables 
• Just-in-time, performance-centered learning and training 
• Collaboration as the norm (with no disincentives for 
collaboration) 
• More customer engagements and interactions, with both 
internal customers and the organization's external clients, 
customers, and stakeholders 
• Improved customer and staff satisfaction 
The libraries that support the intellectual endeavors of 
these knowledge-centric organizations-what we refer to 
as world-class specialized research libraries-provide ser-
vices that might be thought of as high-level library services. 
For such libraries, Knowledge Services results in tangible 
and measurable benefits for their parent organizations, 
resulting in qualified practitioners who are empowered 
to implement an overarching information-use package 
that pays off for all enterprise stakeholders. These practi-
tioners are then able to produce the levels of service de-
livery required for performance excellence, particularly 
in research management and in the products, services, and 
consultations that are required for leveraging the research 
effort for excellence in the end products of that research. 
At its most successful, Knowledge Services is about es-
tablishing social communities; about creating the social 
infrastructure, a foundation of trust, and a collaborative 
environment in which all stakeholders contribute to the 
successful achievement of the parent organization's mis-
sion. It is the ideal tool for enabling specialized research 
libraries to support the larger organization in achieving 
its objectives. Such an organization might literally com-
mit itself to being "a continuously learning and improv-
ing organization," which was the phraseology that one 
organization put forward as its operational vision. In such 
an environment, Knowledge Services is obviously about 
the library's customers and about providing them with 
the highest levels of information, knowledge, and learn-
ing management. We identified a number of trends in 
world-class specialized research libraries that demonstrate 
a serious organizational commitment to these highest 
levels of service delivery. 
Electronic Access. The managers of specialized research 
libraries all indicate that they have a single library portal 
for user access. As would be expected, these portals vary 
considerably, ranging from a simple library Web page as 
part of the organization's intranet to elaborate and very 
sophisticated portals, in the true sense of the term. One 
library does not have a "true" portal, but it has a commu-
nity page with content, and that serves the purpose for 
the parent institution. At one company, the corporate 
intranet is simply referred to as "The Brain," since staff 
have come to think of it as the first place to go, regardless 
of their information need. There are a considerable num-
ber of obvious links to the library section where the 
library's own products-newsletters, reports, information 
july 2003 
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about products, reports on competitors, and so on-can 
be found. 
In one organization, all research results (except books, of 
course, and hard-copy journals owned by the library) are 
disseminated on the Web; in another, the library man-
ager describes the library portal as "the biggest intranet 
site at the company." Staff-not only researchers but staff 
in other departments as well, including departments that 
traditionally do not access libraries for information-can 
access everything from sites such as an "Ask a Librarian" 
link to past research summaries, an expert database, and 
similar products. 
All the library managers say that their customers are very 
interested in desktop access to information; and no mat-
ter how many bibliographic and full-text databases, ex-
tensive Web pages with links, and the like are provided, 
their customers are always looking for more. Some of the 
larger libraries offer an electronic tables-of-contents alert-
ing service, with digital document delivery, and it seems 
to be a trend in most of these libraries, as one manager 
says, to "push as much to digital and desktop as possible." 
The libraries all use various combinations of the standard 
commercial databases. When asked what's available, it is 
not unusual for library managers to pull up a list of SO to 
75 or more CD-ROM and database titles; in one library, 
more than 120 online databases are available. Another 
library has a content access team whose members include 
professional staff from the library, from information tech-
nology (IT), and from the customer base. The team is 
responsible for working with intranet teams in the orga-
nization to ensure that information customers have access 
to what they need. 
Value-Added Services. Such services as knowledge or con-
tent management are being undertaken in most of these 
libraries. Among the managers of these libraries, there is 
much interest in how the libraries should be offering these 
services within the Knowledge Services framework, but 
in many cases development is just beginning. Some of 
the libraries are heavily involved in discussions about an 
institution-wide knowledge management program, and 
several library managers are interested in learning about how 
other libraries are helping their organizations capture insti-
tutional knowledge as it is generated through projects and 
programs. Some pilot projects are being considered, but 
there is no standard to report among these libraries yet. 
One library has begun the actual process of knowledge 
management for the organization with the creation of a 
product called the "Experience Information System." It is 
an "electronic team room" from which project managers 
can select project summaries and confidential data about 
project work, and, as the title indicates, can learn from 
the experience gained in other projects. Similar to the "les-
sons learned" frameworks used in some of the know!-
information outlook 
edge management initiatives being developed for the mili-
tary, these "experience databases" exist to provide a re-
source for others who might be working with similar 
projects or subjects. 
As library managers talk about knowledge management 
and how their libraries might participate in the organi-
zational effort, it becomes clear that the managers of these 
research libraries want to participate and use the profes-
sional expertise of their staffs to ensure that content is 
managed at the highest quality levels. In one library, at-
tempts are being made to capture knowledge at the re-
search level, but this effort is being carried out project-
by-project and department-by-department; and it is not 
yet an enterprise-wide effort. Another of the libraries was 
involved in the creation of an intranet knowledge man-
agement product (although it wasn't called KM). This 
"knowledge bank" became a valuable tool in the organi-
zation, and library staff members were heavily involved 
in creating the thesaurus, which is now used for other 
KM applications in the larger institution. Because librar-
ians were keenly visible in these KM projects, the con-
nection was made in the larger institution between the 
library and the information services it supplies and the 
creation of knowledge for the organization. The library's 
manager credits these projects with raising the library's 
visibility in the organization. 
In another situation, the specialized research library of-
fers a "popular topics" section on the corporate intranet, 
with succinct knowledge areas where information about 
particular topics, subjects of interest to researchers, qual-
ity standards, concepts and ideas about research activi-
ties, and similar notes are posted. The effort includes the 
launch of a new topic each month; the research staff, 
with guidance and advice from the library team handles 
the upkeep. 
Another library has created a system for tracking when 
the organization is mentioned in book reviews and other 
scholarly journals, so that management will have a record 
of how the organization is perceived in the larger world. 
With respect to services provided by the libraries them-
selves, two of the library managers indicated that they 
keep electronic records of all reference queries, but for 
some reason they are not consulted very often, which 
raises interesting questions about how the tool and its 
purpose are understood by staff. Another library man-
ager describes how the library uses a self-created data-
base to track the progress of a request, establish or set 
up a charge code, and so on. This library has not set up 
a reference-type retrieval service yet, but it probably will 
do so in the not-too-distant future. 
It must be noted, though, that not all the organizations 
represented in this study are ready to embrace know!-
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edge management, much less Knowledge Services as a 
management concept. One library manager commented, 
"Sadly, our place is not ready-at all-for KM. The term 
'knowledge' does not even show up in the organization. 
It's all 'information management,' and that at a very ru-
dimentary stage, 
position devoted to managing this function. Even in li-
braries that do not have a structured program, the library's 
knowledge workers team with the organization's staff 
development or training unit to ensure that programs with 
a library or research focus are available. Computer-based 
training and learning 
with stovepipes, si-
los, a large variety of 
vendors, tools, equip-
ment, and very little 
effort at coordination 
and sharing." 
"Strategic Learning as part of 
management systems 
( usually administered 
through the parent 
organization's enter-
prise-wide staff devel-
opment program) are 
often in place or are 
being considered. 
Knowledge Services, if carefully 
thought out and executed, can be very 
With respect to the 
concept of experts da-
tabases, which are so 
desired in so many 
valuable to Library staffs." 
organizations, several libraries have set up informal pro-
grams for handling this kind of information. Unfortu-
nately, as is well known, there are problems with keep-
ing the information up-to-date, and if participation is vol-
untary, there can be what one library manager charac-
terized as "turf and control issues." On the other hand, 
in some organizations, the use of such tools is mandated 
by senior management, and participants are required to 
participate, but these are generally not organized and 
managed through the specialized research library. One 
library, though, has had remarkable success with a self-
created experts database that includes information of 
value to all employees in the company. Larry Prusak and 
Tom Davenport have referred to these experts databases 
in their book Working Knowledge, [Boston: Harvard Busi-
ness School Press, 1998) noting that while the technical 
side of such locator services has been mastered, organi-
zations are still wrestling with "the issue of how to moti-
vate scientists to include their biographies" and with the 
"controversial connotations" of the term "expert." In many 
organizations, those issues are now largely resolved, but 
of course the acceptance of any experts database tool in 
the organization depends, as noted, on standards estab-
lished for keeping information current and for determin-
ing whether participation is voluntary or mandatory. 
In some specialized research libraries, external commer-
cial services provide the preferred experts database of 
choice, and the organizations' subscriptions to these prod-
ucts often eliminate the need for the library to move in 
this direction. These are, however, particular situations 
in which the experts sought are in a specific field and the 
products required have already been commercially de-
veloped and are available on the market. 
Strategic Learning, Marketing, and Advocacy 
All the libraries are involved, to some extent, in these 
kinds of activities. It is not uncommon for a specialized 
research library to have a formal strategic learning pro-
gram for customers, with a half-time reference (or other) 
information outlook 
In one library, instead 
of providing learning 
and training programs as such, the manager insists that 
the staff work proactively with customers and potential 
customers to get to know them and to be in a position to 
"intellectually, intuitively understand what these people 
need." Learning and training programs are then matched 
to those needs. 
With respect to strategic learning and training, an impor-
tant challenge in most of the libraries studied is the need 
for staff in these specialized research libraries to grow, 
both intellectually and professionally. These library man-
agers are working with very competent, very driven 
Knowledge Services professionals, and one of the biggest 
problems they have is keeping the work (and the com-
pensation, of course) at a level that encourages employ-
ees to do their best work. All the library managers agreed 
that there are no easy answers for resolving this issue, 
but that strategic learning as part of Knowledge Services, 
if carefully thought out and executed, is a move in a di-
rection that can be very valuable to library staff. 
As for marketing the library's services to its identified 
customer base, one of the libraries studied has had great 
success in this area, and it has taken on a full-time staff 
member dedicated to managing the library's marketing 
program. As would be expected, all the libraries offer such 
traditional marketing, awareness-raising activities as li-
brary tours, orientation programs for new organizational 
staff, and the like. Brown-bag lunches are frequently of-
fered, especially for introducing a new program or ser-
vice. As with learning and training activities, success is 
spotty, with most customers taking part only when the 
topic can be specifically connected to or identified as par-
ticularly relevant to the work they do. The lesson learned 
here is, not surprisingly, that marketing must be tied to 
relevance. Generally speaking, some form of internal elec-
tronic communication is generally used for outreach-
for announcing new resources and services, for example-
and electronic newsletters are also offered. In all cases, 
these are considered to be important adjunct library ser-
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vices, and they are enthusiastically received by some us-
ers, but they are not, as yet, universally appreciated. 
With respect to advocacy for the library, the specialized 
research libraries were asked if they have formal library 
committees, and, if so, whether the committee's role is 
role advisory or managerial or has some other function. 
Only one of the libraries indicated that there is such a 
committee-an advisory group, with user representation 
from the various research areas. The same organization 
also has an "information solutions group" for working 
with all the units, including the library, that relate to the 
IT effort in the parent organization. In some other orga-
nizations, a task force or planning/advisory committee 
might be formed to work on a specific library- or research-
focused issue, but the concept of a library committee, as 
such, does not seem to be of interest in the libraries studied. 
A different slant on this concept, though, was found in 
one of the specialized research libraries. Although all the 
libraries have someone at the senior management level 
who has authority and responsibility for the library and 
its services (usually through a direct report, or perhaps 
even a second layer down), informal sponsors at the 
management level seem to be in place in about half the 
libraries. One library does, however, have a formal spon-
sorship role, with one of the senior management team 
named to the position. The designation requires that all 
senior managers "apply," after which one of them is cho-
sen to be the library's sponsor. As it turns out, competi-
tion among the senior management group is strong, for 
each one would like to be designated as the library's spon-
sor (indicating to those of us in the profession that the 
"L" word is still attractive to many lay people!). 
Knowledge Services. Formal arrangements for combin-
ing information management, knowledge management, 
and strategic learning as a single function are, as yet, 
rare in specialized research libraries, although quite a 
few organizations connect two of the three disciplines. 
For example, some organizations have knowledge man-
agement and staff learning grouped together as part of 
an operational function already in place, usually in the 
human resources department. Others have linked infor-
mation management and knowledge management, con-
necting the organization's IT products with the KM function. 
Knowledge Services per se continues to operate through 
informal arrangements, and often with learning and train-
ing handled by the unit that wants to sponsor a program 
or is seeking a learning activity. In the library, participa-
tion in learning events is usually handled on an ad hoc 
basis or through the parent organization's staff develop-
ment office, human resources unit, or whatever other 
operational function has been designated to handle this 
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work. Several library managers did, however, expressly 
connect the success of learning and staff development in 
their libraries-both for library staff and for library cus-
tomers-with a positive and mutually rewarding relation-
ship in place with the organization's staff development 
function. 
Some libraries are mandated to provide services to all the 
organization's employees. In one case, the library retrieves 
background material to inform corporate decisionmaking. 
Other functions-such as IT, finance, legal, and develop-
ment-make use of library resources in the course of their 
work as needed. One library manager commented that 
library staff are very interested in providing Knowledge 
Services and information delivery for senior management 
staff. Not only would the activity be valuable to manage-
ment but ("not to be too altruistic about it") providing 
such services is a high-visibility effort. Word-of-mouth 
appreciation from senior management would be to the 
library's advantage and would have a positive influence 
on how the library is perceived in the institution's orga-
nizational culture. 
High-level value-added services have been included in 
the offerings of several specialized research libraries. From 
our work, we conclude that the following activities and 
services can be considered essential for a world-class spe-
cialized research library: 
1. A formal, structured marketing program for raising 
awareness about library services, to ensure that all 
the library's stakeholders are informed about the stra-
tegic role of the library in the parent organization. 
2. Strategic learning and training specifically focused 
on how the library can benefit organizational staff in 
their work. Whether the library has its own strategic 
learning program or offers learning activities through 
collaboration with the parent organization's staff 
training and development function, the library's of-
ferings require specific and dedicated effort. 
3. Electronic resources, particularly "push" technology 
products for direct desktop delivery to the library's 
customers. 
4. Interlibrary loan/document delivery management ser-
vices that encourage a gradual move toward customer-
initiated requests, with product delivery directly to 
the customer. 
5. Consultation services at various levels, from a brief 
conversation and advice, provided without charge, 
advancing through a structured consultation "tree" 
to the provision of fee-based (or charged back) full-
service research. 
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6. Research services for all functional units of the orga-
nization, including non-research organizational units. 
7. Direct connection through the organizational intranet 
to the library's virtual "reference desk" or "kiosk," 
where a library staff member is on duty according to 
a published schedule (or 24/7, if possible). The li-
brary customer goes to a live site where his or her 
query can be discussed virtually; if necessary, a fol-
low-on telephone conversation can take place. 
8. A distributed electronic tables-of-contents service for 
library customers. 
9. Subject specialists and an insourcing/research liai-
son program, with library staff available to be as-
signed, on an as-needed basis, to work exclusively 
with particular programs or activities. 
10. An experts database, providing the parent organiza-
tion with biographical and subject specialty informa-
tion about employees, recognized authorities, lead-
ers, and others who might need to be contacted or 
otherwise known about in the course of the work of 
the organization. 
11. An informal but well-managed "knowledge area" on 
the organizational intranet, providing updates about 
current projects, requests for information and advice 
about projects, and so on. 
12. An organizational "knowledge store" or clearing-
house, capturing and disseminating information about 
programs as they are implemented, so that as knowl-
edge is developed it is recorded in such a way that it 
can be shared as required. 
The strategic benefits of services provided by world-class 
specialized research libraries can best be identified by 
looking into an organization's management framework, 
probably through the implementation of a well-planned 
and well-organized Knowledge Services audit. Once a de-
termination has been made as to the services required, 
the trends identified here can be considered and, as ap-
propriate, used as a model for providing Knowledge Ser-
vices for the organization. It then becomes clear-to all 
in the organization-that the specialized research library 
is attempting to provide its customers with the services 
they need and desire. By invoking Knowledge Services 
as its management framework, the library ensures that 
collaboration, knowledge development and knowledge 
sharing, and an achievable social infrastructure are in 
place, leading to the successful achievement of the orga-
nizational mission. " 
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· ·The NIST Research Library's Self-Evaluation 
THIS IS THE SECOND ARTICLE IN A SERIES DESCRIBING ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES 
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Research Library and their role in decisionmaking and 
strategic planning. A previous article described activities centered on the development, administration, and 
interpretation of a customer survey. A third article will discuss how the results of the customer survey and benchmark 
study were incorporated into the library's operational and strategic planning. 
NIST and the NIST Research Library 
NIST is a nonregulatory federal agency within the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. Its mission is "to develop and 
promote measurement, standards, and technology to en-
hance productivity, facilitate trade, and improve the quality 
of life." It is focused on advancing the nation's technology 
infrastructure and supporting industry. NIST operates in 
two locations: Gaithersburg, Maryland, and Boulder, Colo-
rado. It employs about 3,000 scientists, engineers, tech-
nicians, and support and administrative personnel. About 
1,600 guest researchers complement the staff. 
The NIST Research Library is one of three work units 
within the Information Services Division (ISD). The 
library has a staff of 17 and maintains a collection of 
about 300,000 volumes and 1,150 journal subscriptions. 
Its primary customers are the researchers in the NIST labo-
ratory programs at the Gaithersburg location. The labo-
ratories conduct research in a variety of physical and en-
gineering sciences, including biotechnology, building and 
fire research, chemistry, electronics, information tech-
nology, manufacturing, materials science, mathematics, 
metrology, and physics. The Advanced Technology Pro-
gram, which co-funds research and development part-
nerships with the private sector, is also a significant cus-
tomer group. 
The Call to Benchmark 
When the benchmark study was initiated in 2001 , the 
Research Library's base operating budget for the purchase 
of all collection materials had been static since 1995. In 
FY 2002, the library received an increase of 11 percent to 
its base budget. However, over the last six years, the cost 
of scientific journals has increased by 24 percent. (This 
number is based on statistics supplied by the Association 
of Research Libraries at http://www.arl.org/stats/arlstat/ 
graphs/2001/200lt2.html.) Based on the requirements of 
the NIST scientific and research community, the Research 
Library canceled subscriptions to materials considered 
dispensable and redeployed expenditures to critical or core 
journal titles and databases. 
This benchmark study grew out of concerns expressed 
by the NIST Research Advisory Committee (RAC) about 
the declining state of the Research Library's collection. 
The RAC's role includes providing advice and recommen-
dations to the NIST director and Senior Management Board 
on scientific issues; assessing the climate and status of 
forefront research activities at NIST; and acting as a 
spokesperson for scientific concerns and opportunities. 
In its Annual Report to the NIST Director (April 2001), 
the RAC indicated that it considered the Research Library 
to be a critical element of the NIST infrastructure; how-
ever, its stagnant and inadequate funding was undermining 
its ability to maintain its high standard of service. 
In response to these concerns, the NIST Director's Office 
asked ISD to undertake several assessment activities to 
determine whether additional funding for the Research 
Library was warranted. While management agreed with 
RAC that the Research Library is indeed a vital NIST re-
source, determining spending priorities to fund all vital 
NIST overhead activities involved making difficult choices, 
given the limited funds. The benchmark study was con-
ducted in part because of the requested assessment ac-
tivities and in part because the exercise of benchmarking 
supports the goals of ISD and its organizational unit (Tech-
nology Services) in better understanding its customers 
and improving its services to them. 
Making Use of Published Data 
As a first step in preparing for the benchmark study, 
library staff studied the literature to identify benchmark 
or survey instruments used by other libraries or library 
associations; identify libraries that had participated in 
benchmark studies; develop criteria for determining 
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potential benchmark partners; and identify trends affect-
ing the library field as reported in published benchmark 
studies. Library staff focused on the survey instruments 
and data collected by the Association of Research Librar-
ies (ARL), Washington, DC; the U.S. National Commis-
sion on Library and Information Science (NCLIS) , Wash-
ington, DC; the National Library of Canada (NLC), Ot-
tawa, ON; and the U.S. National Center for Education 
Statistics (NCES), Washington, DC. Staff also consulted 
two international standards, ISO 2 789: International 
Library Statistics and ISO 11620: Library Performance In-
dicators, and an American standard, ANSI/NISO Z39. 7-
1995: Library Statistics. 
A report was prepared for NIST management in the sum-
mer of 2001 comparing NIST Research Library data with 
ARL data on library materials budget expenditures and 
interlibrary loan/document delivery statistics. Percentage 
comparisons were 
made of the differ-
garded by the library and higher education communi-
ties, and the outputs from ARL's data collection activities 
define the norms for many academic and nonacademic 
libraries. From these ARL models, the team formulated 
its own survey instrument. The final survey included 69 
questions that assessed collections, services, staffing, 
budgets, and expenditures. 
As a means for pre-testing the survey instrument, the 
team completed the survey using data for the Research 
Library. By doing this, the team was able to identify ques-
tions that were unclear or vague. Based on what was 
learned from this exercise, the team then made revisions 
to the survey. 
Identifying Benchmark Partners 
NIST management asked that ISD include government, 
academic, and private sector libraries in its benchmark 
survey. However, it is 
ences (in terms of 
collection size and 
"Of the 15 Libraries and information centers 
important to note that 
private sector libraries 
may be fundamentally 
different from the Re-
search Library. The in-
formation needs of the 
budgets) between 
ARL libraries and 
the Research Li -
brary. The report 
also included a 
contacted, 7 expressed a willingness to 
participate in the benchmark study." 
customers supported 
by these libraries are 
more likely to be tied description of the 
approach to be used for conducting our own benchmark 
study and the timeline for completing it. 
Conducting Our Own Benchmark Survey 
Information Services Division management assembled a 
five-member team that represented a cross section of ISD . 
Three people were from the Research Library and Infor-
mation Group, one person represented the Electronic In-
formation and Publications Group, and one person came 
from the Museum and History Program. This provided 
representation and experience both within and external 
to the library field. The team met twice monthly for a 
year. Meetings were used to develop a plan of action, 
design the survey instrument, coordinate communication 
with potential benchmark partners, and evaluate and 
analyze the data received. 
Developing the Survey Instrument 
ISD management provided the Benchmark Team with a 
list of topics to be addressed by the benchmark study. 
The team began by exploring survey instruments from 
several notable library organizations. While the work of 
other organizations provided some useful insights into 
library performance measures and statistics, the ARL data 
were found to be the most comprehensive; they provided 
ISD with a number of measures on which to compare the 
Research Library; and they provided clearly articulated 
standards for quantifying library resources. ARL data 
collection activities are widely recognized and highly re-
information outlook 
to short-term business goals and less focused on the broad 
needs of generic research and development. 
Based on information available from the American Li-
brary Directory, I 5 potential benchmark partners were 
identified. These libraries/information centers appeared 
to be similar to the Research Library in the following ways: 
collection size, library materials budget, size of customer 
base, library staff size, and a target audience of research-
ers in the science/ technology fields. 
Once potential partners were identified , each member of 
the team was assigned three libraries/information cen-
ters to contact by phone. The team agreed on a set of 
talking points that would be communicated to each po-
tential partner. Of the I 5 libraries/information centers 
contacted, 7 expressed a willingness to participate in the 
study. The team member who originally contacted the 
benchmark partner remained the contact point through-
out the process. The amount of interaction that occurred 
while benchmark partners were completing the survey 
varied from partner to partner. 
The libraries that agreed to participate were IBM-Tho-
mas J. Watson Research Center Library, Naval Research 
Laboratory-Ruth H. Hooker Research Library, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory Research Libraries, Sandia National 
Laboratories Technical Library, Xerox Corporation Tech-
nical Information Center, and two libraries that asked not 
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to be identified as participants. The group includes three 
federal libraries, two corporate special libraries, and two 
nonprofit research/academic libraries. Two libraries did 
not provide any financial information and a third library 
withheld salary information. All libraries were guaran-
teed that they would not be identified with any particu-
lar set of data. 
Administering the Survey 
Each benchmark partner was asked to complete the sur-
vey in four weeks. Some partners returned the survey in 
less time and others needed more time. In cases where 
benchmark partners had not submitted a completed sur-
vey within the allotted time, they were contacted to verify 
that they were still planning to complete the survey and 
to see if they needed help with the survey. 
Once all partners had returned their completed surveys, 
the team looked 
across the data 
Because of the length and breadth of the survey, the team 
amassed a large quantity of data. The decision was made 
to report only on data that met two primary criteria. The 
first was that all benchmark partners reporting data on a 
specific question reported the data in a similar manner. 
For example, the survey asked benchmark libraries to in-
dicate the size of their existing collections. Some librar-
ies reported the number of journal volumes and others 
reported the number of journal titles. Some libraries in-
cluded items in microform while others did not. There-
fore, no comparisons were made based on existing col-
lection size. The second criterion was that the data show 
significant gaps that allowed ISD to identify best prac-
tices used by the Research Library or that indicated possible 
best practices to emulate from the benchmark partners. 
Each member of the team was assigned a section of the 
report to write. An editor was brought into the process to 
give the fin-
to identify any 
area where it 
appeared that a 
benchmark 
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ished product 
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Libraries 1, 2, and 4 did not provide complete financial information. Library 7 is excluded 
because it counted its employees nationwide. However, Library 7 is also supported by branch 
libraries whose budget information was not included in this survey. 
was being re-
ported. In ad-
dition , feed-
back from ISD 
management 
as well as 
management 
at the operat-
ing unit level 
(Technology 
Services) 
helped to for-
mulate a well-partners were 
contacted with follow-up questions. 
Assimilating the Data 
Once the team determined that it had received all the 
data and clarification it was likely to get, it began look-
ing at the data more closely. Each team member was as-
signed a process or function addressed by the survey to 
analyze in greater detail. This analysis was shared with 
all team members. In addition, spreadsheet software was 
used to create charts and graphs that helped present vi-
sual comparisons of the data. 
All this accumulated information was displayed on the 
walls of a conference room. Each team member was asked 
to review it and identify three areas where significant 
observations could be made. Again, each member reported 
back to the group. From this exercise, the team was able 
to develop a list of topics it felt should be addressed in the 
Benchmark Report. 
information outlook 
supported analysis of the data. 
Reporting the Results 
Each benchmark partner received both an electronic ver-
sion and printed version of all the data collected from this 
study. In addition, the partners received charts created dur-
ing the analysis process. They will continue to receive cop-
ies of any published reporting on the project results. 
A variety of venues have been used to communicate what 
the Benchmark Team learned to library customers and 
stakeholders. An internal report was distributed to the 
NIST director, members of the RAC, members of the Re-
search Library Advisory Board (RLAB), and all NIST labo-
ratory directors. The RLAB also viewed a 20-minute pre-
sentation on the findings of the study. Information about 
the study has been reported to the larger NIST commu-
nity through ISD's internal newsletter, ISD Directions. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of All Expenditures 
Shown as Percentage of Total 
its entire budget on materials than 
any of its benchmark partners, it 
purchased the fewest titles per cus-
tomer. On average, it purchased 
fewer than 0.77 items per customer 
(see figure 3) . The average among 
the benchmark partners was 5.24 . 
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Significant Results 
The benchmark study revealed three areas-overall 
budget, materials or collections budget, and interlibrary 
loan/document delivery services-in which the Research 
Library differed significantly from its benchmark partners. 
Other 
The low resource-purchase per cus-
tomer is partly due to the Research 
Library's higher per journal costs. 
Its average cost per journal title in FY 
2001 was $1,137, while the average 
among benchmark partners report-
ing these costs was $772 (see fig-
ure 4) . 
An overview of the Research 
Library's interlibrary loan/docu-
ment delivery service reveals a highly productive staff 
working diligently to find free information resources. Al-
though the Research Library placed a much greater than 
average number of requests, it paid fees for the fewest 
number of requests. The Research Library received 72 
percent of its items at no cost (20 percentage points higher 
When looking at the Research 
Library's operations as a whole, the 
Benchmark Team noticed that, of 
the libraries disclosing complete fi-
nancial information, (including ma-
terials or collections, salary, equip-
ment, and other costs), the Research 
Library spends the least per cus-
tomer (see figure 1). 
Figure 3. Resources Purchased per Customer 
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The Research Library is also spend-
ing far above the average percentage 
of its total allocation on materials, 
pulling from other areas of its budget 
to cover its collections costs. (The 
term "materials" is used here to refer 
to the library collections and includes 
journals, books, electronic re-
sources, and interlibrary loan/ 
document delivery. It also in-
cludes the costs of maintaining 
these collections, that is, the bind-
• AU journals and databases • New books 
ing of journals and the fees asso-
ciated with the use of biblio-
DATA TABLE 
New Books-
ALL Journals 
and Databases 
Total Number 
of Titles 
NIST 
0.21 
0.56 
0.77 
UBl LIB 6 
0 .68 0.41 
0.41 1.19 
1.09 1.60 
UB3 LIB 5 LIB 4 UB 2 Average 
0.74 1.73 0.47 18.88 0.71 
0.98 1.98 4.89 3.53 1.67 
1.72 3.71 5.36 22 .41 5.24 
graphic utilities, such as OCLC, 
used for cataloging. Salaries, 
training, equipment, and supplies 
Library 7 has been excluded from these figures because of the distorted size of its customer 
base. Library 2 has access to its parent organization's electronic resources at minimal or no cost. 
are not included.) In comparison to its benchmark part-
ners, its other operational expenditures are low (see fig-
ure 2). 
While the Research Library spent a larger percentage of 
than the next closest library). Because of this, of the five 
libraries reporting these data, the Research Library had 
below average per-item costs for borrowed items. 
But when libraries did accrue costs for borrowing items, 
july 2003 
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Figure 4. Average Cost per Journal 
the Research Library's average costs 
for the service were the highest of 
the five libraries that provided in-
formation (see figure S) . This is, in 
part, because libraries that charge 
back all document delivery costs to 
their customers paint a distorted 
LIBRARY 3 LIBRARY 6 LIBRARY 1 LIBRARY 7 NIST LIBRARY 5 
Average Cost 
per Journal $130.03 $502.37 $581.25 $800.00 $1,137.44 $1,481.19 
Libraries 2 and 4 did not provide any financial information. 
picture of document delivery costs. Libraries showing the 
lowest costs or subsidies are charging all or most of these 
costs back to the customer, so they do not show up as 
library expenditures. 
data on several aspects of its document delivery services in 
order to facilitate analysis in two areas: a comparison of 
the costs of subscribing to specific journal titles with the 
costs of repeatedly obtaining individual articles from those 
journal titles and a formal study, based on internal statis-
tics, to identify document suppli-
Figure 5. Average Per-Item Library Subsidies for Document Delivery Services 
ers who charge less but can still 
meet turnaround time require-
ments. The Research Library is 
finding it considerably easier to 
amass these data with its recent 
purchase of interlibrary loan/ 
document delivery management 
software. 
LIBRARY 5 LIBRARY 1 LIBRARY 3 LIBRARY 7 LIBRARY 6 NIST 
Average Library $0.00 $0.33 $2.54 $20.00 $20.87 $21.73 
Subsidy when 
fee is paid 
Charge back Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
to customer 
Libraries 2 and 4 did not provide any financial information. Library 6 regards its pricing structure 
The Benchmark Team also identi-
fied areas in which the Research 
Library excels. Its use of a wide 
for charges back to the customer as proprietary information so it is difficult to identify what 
their actual fee per document is. 
The Research Library filled more outside requests than 
any of the six benchmark partners who were able to pro-
vide these data: five times the next highest number of 
outside interlibrary loan/document delivery requests 
filled. The limited data collected in this study appear to 
support the argument that a relationship exists between 
the number of items loaned to other libraries and the 
willingness of other libraries to reciprocate by supplying 
items at no cost . This is evident in data provided by the 
benchmark partners: Of the five libraries giving complete 
data on this question , there is a clear correlation between 
the number of items supplied to other libraries and the 
number of items obtained at no charge (see figure 6). 
Lessons for the NIST Research Library 
The Benchmark Team identified two areas in which the 
Research Library can reduce its operational costs: jour-
nal costs and document delivery costs. 
The Research Library has among the highest costs per 
journal title, even though the subject focus of all the li-
braries studied is fairly homogeneous. Based on these 
data, the Research Library is exploring opportunities for 
decreasing its costs per journal. As a member of the Na-
tional Research Library Alliance (NRLA), the Research 
Library has recently joined consortium purchase agree-
ments for titles published by Wiley InterScience, the In-
stitute of Physics, and the American Chemical Society. 
This has resulted in a decrease in cost per journal title. 
The Research Library can also benefit by finding ways to 
reduce its document delivery costs. It has begun collecting 
information outlook 
variety of methods for communicating with and solicit-
ing feedback from its customers demonstrates a solid com-
mitment to providing customer-focused services. It has 
also been able to provide a variety of services while main-
taining the highest ratio of customers per library staff 
member. 
Lessons Learned About the Benchmark Process 
Conventional wisdom told the Benchmark Team that the 
survey had far too many detailed questions to get re-
sponses. However, the team had been asked to address a 
wide range of topics and was unable to reduce the num-
ber of questions. While some libraries/information cen-
ters that were contacted chose not to participate because 
of the length of the survey, a significant number were 
willing to tackle it. This appeared to be, in part, because 
some benchmark partners saw the survey as a means to 
satisfy requirements from their own management to 
benchmark and in part the result of a commitment to the 
larger library community. 
The vast quantity of data did present problems when it 
came time to interpret it. Even though the Benchmark 
Team's interests primarily focused on easily quantified 
information and great care was taken to provide defini-
tions of what was being asked, there was still a lot of 
room for interpretation. Trying to consider and adjust for 
variations in the way different benchmark partners con-
ducted business over such a large scope of data became 
confusing and overwhelming at times. This may have pre-
vented the team from getting a clearer, more focused pic-
ture of specific operations and costs. 
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Figure 6. Relationship of Items Loaned 
and Items Borrowed at No Charge 
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- Number of requests 
filled for other libraries 
- Number of free items 
The benchmarking 
project involved a large 
time commitment; 
however, it provided a 
wealth of learning op-
portunities. It provided 
a means for careful self-
evaluation, a vehicle 
for understanding and 
opening up communi-
cations with peer insti-
tutions, and opportuni-
ties to demonstrate the 
value of the library's 
services to stakeholders Libraries 2, 4, and 6 did not provide this information . 
and customers. It is 
only a first step toward organizational learning and im-
provement, and continues to affect the Research Library's 
strategic planning. " 
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· · Safeguarding Our Collections 
ONE OF MY MOST MEMORABLE CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES IN LIBRARY SCHOOL 
involved a very unusual digression about the martyrdom of a saint our professor referred to as Laurence the Librarian. 
He explained that Laurence, a young man of extraordinary virtue, was ordained archdeacon by Pope St. Sixtus II in 258 
A.D. This was a position of great trust, involving the care of the Church's treasury, which evidently included a 
significant number of exceedingly valuable tomes. The prefect of Rome, in an attempt to confiscate this wealth, 
arrested Laurence and ordered him to surrender the priceless volumes and other material riches. Laurence appeared 
before the prefect's court accompanied by a crowd of the city's poor people, declaring them to be the true treasures 
of the Church. As punishment for his defiance, Laurence was burned to death on a gridiron over a slow fire. According 
to accounts of his martyrdom, Laurence not only seemed insensible to the torture but was even able to retain his 
sense of humor. He was reported to have smilingly remarked at one point, "Let my body be turned, one side is broiled 
enough," and Later, "It is cooked, you may eat." Considered to be the patron saint of Librarians and archivists, his 
emblems are a clasped book and a gridiron. 
After he told Laurence's story, our professor, not alto-
gether jokingly, exhorted us to be prepared, as the saint 
had been, to lay down our lives to protect our libraries. 
But are we really required to go to such extreme lengths 
in an emergency situation? Certainly not! Indeed, the first, 
non-negotiable rule of disaster response is that lives must 
be safeguarded before property, no matter how valuable 
our library's holdings may be. Although we are not called 
upon to imitate St. Laurence's martyrdom, we must be 
willing to learn how to take all necessary steps, short of 
putting our lives in jeopardy, to safeguard the "treasures" 
of our own institutions should disaster strike. 
Common Types of Disasters 
If an "emergency" can generally be defined as a set of 
conditions that requires immediate action, a "disaster" is 
a major emergency, a convergence of circumstances that 
usually leaves an organization unable to fulfill its mis-
sion, sometimes for an extended period. Disasters range 
from roof and plumbing leaks that create damage that 
can be repaired by in-house personnel; to broken water 
mains that may disrupt power and require large portions 
of the institution's collections to be treated in specialized 
outside facilities; to major catastrophes, such as severe 
earthquakes, in which all of an organization's operations 
are disrupted, all utilities are out of order, and destruc-
tion occurs on a mass scale. 
Violent storms that cause wind- or water-related damage 
are typical natural disasters for libraries. The floods that 
may result from such events can be devastating, even if 
wind damage is relatively slight. Besides natural occur-
rences such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and floods, water 
damage can come from malfunctioning plumbing, 
sprinkler, and air-conditioning systems. Regardless of the 
cause, great danger of a serious mold problem exists once 
water has entered the collection areas, especially if hu-
midity is high. 
Fire-related disasters are often even more destructive than 
those caused by water alone. Not only do fires produce 
enormous amounts of heat, smoke, and toxic gases, the 
process of extinguishing the fire sometimes causes as 
much or more damage than the fire itself. Causes of fire 
include natural phenomena such as lightning and earth-
quakes, as well as old or defective wiring or heating equip-
ment, accumulations of combustible materials, and arson. 
Besides "traditional" disasters caused by wind, water, and 
fire, none of us today can afford to remain unaware of 
the dangers libraries face from threats of terrorism in all 
forms . The mass destruction inherent in bombings, 
bioterrorism, and other evil acts truly boggles the mind. 
Disaster planning for these types of extreme events is, 
and will remain for the foreseeable future, an enormous 
challenge for librarians. 
Five Disasters of the Past Decade 
Wind: Central Library, Fort Worth, Texas-March 2000. 
A powerful tornado caused more than $1.6 million worth 
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of damage to the city 's recently renovated central library, 
as 113 mph winds blew in nearly all the windows and 
exterior doors, smashed skylights, collapsed an interior 
wall, and toppled part of the building's fai;ade. While the 
library 's 50,000 volumes and archival materials (stored 
in the basement) sustained water damage, the biggest 
cleanup problem was shattered glass. Every item in the 
collection had to be cleaned by an outside contractor be-
fore the library was able to resume operations three weeks 
later.1 
Water: Colorado State University Library, Fort Collins, 
Colorado-July 1997. A huge flash flood in the middle of 
the night that quickly rose to levels of 10 feet caused water 
to surge into the library's basement, breaking windows, 
soaking thin foam walls, snapping aluminum framing, 
and completely submerging book stacks. Electricity and 
telecommunications were totally knocked out. Pumps 
were quickly set up to remove water for the first two 
days following the flood, and a crew from an outside docu-
ment reprocessing company was called in to wrap the 
books and transport them to freezer facilities. A 72-hour 
deadline for "packing out" the books was foiled by a huge 
bloom of mold and mildew, as some rooms were so loaded 
with twisted shelving and other debris that the work crew 
was unable to enter them for over a week. Once recovery 
work was able to resume, dehumidifiers, air condition-
ers, and antifungal sprays were quickly brought in to deal 
with the outbreak. 425,000 of the library 's volumes sus-
tained damage. The extensive newspaper archive was 
destroyed; however, some of the institution's historic col-
lections, ranging from ancient Egyptian papyri to 19th 
century photographs, survived. The reason so many valu-
able items were damaged is that they were being tempo-
rarily housed in the library 's basement while the build-
ing was undergoing major renovation; ironically, many 
little-used materials were unaffected, as they had been 
previously put into storage at an off-campus site.2 
Fire: Hastings Library, Dakota County, Minnesota-June 
1993. A devastating blaze, believed to have been caused 
by a faulty computer surge protector, destroyed about 80 
percent of the library's holdings. The fire had probably 
smoldered undetected for several hours before tempera-
tures of more than 1,000 degrees blew out floor-to-ceil-
ing windows, melted glass light fixtures and telephones, 
and sent flames up the side of the building. Besides the 
effects of the tremendous heat, the collection also sus-
tained extremely heavy soot, smoke, and water damage. 
Fortunately, valuable archival material that belonged to 
the Hastings Historical Society and was being stored in 
the basement was spared. Constructed in 1964, the build-
ing was not equipped with a sprinkler system or fire alarm, 
either of which might have prevented the extensive 
damage. 3 
Earthquake: California Institute of the Arts Library, 
information outlook 
Valencia , California-January 1994. The Cal Arts Library 
was only one of many libraries affected by this cata-
strophic earthquake. In addition to heavy structural dam-
age, this library suffered contamination from asbestos 
loosened by the aftershocks. Ninety percent of the collec-
tion was thrown to the floor, and cabinets containing more 
than 110,000 slides were overturned. An outside contrac-
tor was hired to move everything out of the building, 
remove the asbestos contamination, and replace the car-
peting. At the time, this earthquake was considered to be 
one of the most expensive natural disasters ever to occur 
in the United States. With an epicenter 20 miles north of 
downtown Los Angeles, it measured 6.6 on the Richter 
scale, killed 57 people, and caused an estimated $30 bil-
lion in damage. Many libraries close to the epicenter suf-
fered problems ranging from collapsed bookstacks to 
structural damage; a few were knocked out of operation 
for weeks or even months. 1 
Bomb: Metrnpolita11 Library, Okla homa Cit y. Oklahoma-
/\pril 1995. The born.bing lha l des troyed the nearby 
Murrah fe dera l office build ing blew out 90 percent of the 
windows irr tbis four-story libra ry, located just two blocks 
from the blas t site. Thanks to the libril ry's disa ter-pre-
paredness plan and frequen t practice drilJs, staff evacu-
c11ed the building in less than th ree minutes. Am azingly. 
the building was determined to have suffe red no s truc-
tu ral damage. wi thstandin g the blas t far better th an ma ny 
more modern facilities as tbe large number of windows 
provided ventila tion that helped ilbsorb the force of the 
explosion. While lhe books remained on. Lhe shelves, it 
wa import ant to gel the ventilating sys tem working 
qnickl y to ckcu1ate a ir, as t.he volumes absorhed consid-
erable moisture aud humi lily from the severe ra ins U1 a1. 
lell in the days f:o llowing the l)ombing. An <nit side com-
pany clea red out debris and cleanetl carpets, funLiture, 
and equipment ; bu t libra ry sl;itfers. wearing protective 
lathing , wieldin g hand-vacuums, and aided by volun~ 
teers Erom other area libraries, took on the Job of pains· 
takingly removing clirl a nd sha ttered glass fmm every 
book in the 200,000-volume collection." 
The Effects of 9/11 on Libraries 
Almost every year, lib raries in our collil try bave had to 
cope wi lh many types of severe disaste:rs, both na tura l 
and manrnade. But none of these events, however tei:ri f ,_ 
ing and destructive Lbey migh t have been, could have 
prepared us fo r Ute a llacks of September 11 . .2.001 . 
To say tJ1at the terrori st acts at the World Tra de Cente r 
and Pentagon had a major im pact on lib1·ari es would cer-
tainly be an understatem ent. Three sµecial librari ans were 
killed tha t sunn y Tuesda morni ng in New York Cily: 
He len Belilovsky of .Fred Alger Management , Maureen 
Olson o[ Mars h am! McLennan, ,md her co-worker Mar-
garet Quinn Or!ollke. All three worked in Tower One of 
Lile World Trad Center. A Ca liJorni c1 library consulL,1 01, 
Lynn Edwards Angell, a passenger on American Airlines 
Flight 11, was killed when her plane crashed into Tower 
One. At the Pentagon, Army librarian Ann Parham was 
injured in the fireball of American Airlines Flight 77 but 
managed to escape. 6 
For many of the survivors, good disaster planning made 
it possible to get their libraries or information centers 
back into operation with amazing speed and effective-
ness. At Lehman Brothers' Business Information Services, 
located at 3 World Financial Center, just across the street 
from the World Trade Center, not only did all 58 of its 
staff get out safely, but the company benefited from off-
site contingency and staff contact plans that were already 
in place as a result of planning done in anticipation of 
Y2K. Impressively, limited operations were resumed only 
one day after the attack. Everyone was back at work 
within a week, using several New York locations as well 
as Jersey City, New Jersey, facilities. Adding to the suc-
cess of the information center's fine disaster planning 
was the teamwork of management and staff, which al-
lowed for quickly restored continuity of its business op-
erations. Incredibly, in a short amount of time, the in-
formation center's volume of service surpassed pre-
9 /11 figures. 7 
Although the New York Public Library's New Amsterdam 
branch, located just three blocks north of the World Trade 
Center, suffered no structural damage, every surface in 
the building was covered with ash and dust. The floors, 
carpeting, windows, and walls were washed, the air duct 
system flushed, and all furniture and equipment cleaned. 
Virtually every book, video, magazine, and compact disk 
in the branch's 40,000-item collection had to be indi-
vidually treated and reshelved.8 
Both the Pentagon's library and the new quarters being 
prepared for it sustained water damage as a result of the 
plane crash. Conservators were immediately contacted 
and were given security clearance (as the area was con-
sidered part of a crime scene) to begin the recovery pro-
cess for the 200,000-volume collection.9 
The library remained somewhat in limbo at the end of 
2002. As of that time, the bulk of its collection was in off-
site storage, with staffers shuttling back and forth from a 
small Reference Center located on the Pentagon Con-
course. However inconvenient, this nonetheless repre-
sented progress, as up until mid-2002, there was no on-
site service at all. 10 
Fears of bioterrorism proliferated after the September 11 
attacks. In mid-October, after the House of Representa-
tives shut down and more than 30 congressional work-
ers tested positive for exposure to anthrax bacteria, the 
Library of Congress announced that its buildings would 
be closed to the public and staff until the air-supply 
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system was completely tested by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. The library reopened at the end 
of the month. No evidence of anthrax was found, but 
64 employees were advised to take antibiotics prophy-
lactic ally. 11 
If there can be said to be a positive side for libraries stem-
ming from one of the darkest days in U.S. history, it is 
that many institutions will undoubtedly benefit from new 
and strengthened disaster preparedness and recovery 
plans that now must take into account previously un-
imaginable contingencies. 
Guidelines for the Disaster Planning Process 
Formulating a written plan is the most important step to 
take in preparing for disasters. By alleviating panic and 
aiding the process of decisionmaking, such a plan can 
greatly mitigate collection damage and reduce the costs 
of recovery. The disaster plan should include, but not 
necessarily be limited to, the following steps. 
1. Assign responsibility. While one staff member may 
have the main responsibility for organizing and updat-
ing the plan, a disaster team must be formed. Ideally, it 
should be composed of participants from a range of 
library backgrounds, including special collections and 
collection development. Other personnel in the organi-
zation-such as building maintenance staff, engineers, 
and security experts-should also be members of the team. 
2. Do preliminary research. The disaster team can 
review articles about disaster planning and recovery, ex-
amine disaster plans from similar types of institutions, 
and attend pertinent workshops. 
3. Set up liaisons with local emergency agencies. The 
team should contact community personnel such as local 
fire marshals. These people can then tour the library and 
see its layout and collections firsthand. In addition, state, 
county, and municipal emergency service agencies can 
help a library get a better idea of the area's potential haz-
ards, such as floods or earthquakes. The team should also 
determine whether organizations such as the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) would be an 
appropriate source of disaster assistance before and after 
a disaster occurs. 
4. Establish goals and tasks for team members. Team 
members should be cross-trained to do other tasks in 
addition to their primary responsibilities. One person may 
be designated as the main contact on the team, and a 
chain of command determined. A comprehensive phone 
list is essential, including the home phone numbers of 
staff as well as contact information for local vendors of 
supplies and equipment, and service providers such as 
outside conservators and drying facilities. Naturally, any 
list, no matter how inclusive, can be effective only if it is 
updated regularly. Realistic deadlines should be set for 
the completion of the various stages of the disaster plan-
ning process. 
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5. Conduct a collection survey and determine salvage 
priorities. Once a determination is made of the contents 
of the collection, treatment priorities must be established 
based on factors such as the intrinsic and monetary value 
of the items, their importance to scholars and research-
ers, and any legal obligations of the institution. Top pri-
ority should be given to unique items that are difficult or 
impossible to replace. These items may also be essential 
to the ongoing operation of the institution, be of prime 
research importance, or represent significant monetary 
value. They must receive the maximum possible protec-
tion and be ranked first in any triage process after a di-
saster occurs. Second priority should be given to items 
that are difficult to replace or that can be replicated only 
at high cost. These items should receive special protec-
tion within the limits of available personnel, time, and 
funds, once the first-priority items have been dealt with. 
Last-priority materials are those that can be replaced more 
easily or cheaply. They may be considered relatively ex-
pendable to the institution and frequently make up the 
bulk of the collection. They should receive attention only 
after objects in the first two groups have been appropri-
ately treated. 
6. Locate and assess potential hazards. A vulnerability 
assessment survey is essential to identify the types of 
emergencies that may occur, determine the probability of 
their occurrence, and judge how much of a danger each 
would pose to the continued operation of the institution. 
Every possible preemptive measure should be taken at 
this stage to protect the institution's facilities. 
7. Consider financial implications. The team should have 
an idea of how much money would be available in case 
of a disaster, and how and by whom it could be accessed . 
The institution 's insurance policy should be examined to 
determine whether the existing levels of coverage are 
adequate and to ascertain what procedures the insurer 
expects the institution to undertake following a disaster. 
A thorough, updated appraisal of the collection, including 
photographs of especially valuable items, is invaluable. 
8. Implement the plan. It is of utmost importance that 
the written disaster plan be easy to implement during a 
crisis. Instructions must be concise, clear, and compre-
hensive. Because no plan, no matter how well written, 
can anticipate every detail of every possible emergency 
situation, it should be flexible enough to allow for ad-
justments and improvisation. Staff must receive adequate 
training (and cross-training) and should participate in 
frequent drills to ensure that skills are kept up-to-date. 
Once completed, the plan should receive the approval 
and support of the institution 's top-level administrators. 
All members of the disaster recovery team should receive 
two copies of the plan, one to be kept at work and one at 
home. Essential supplies for quick response to the kind 
of disaster that is most likely to occur (water damage, for 
example) should be stockpiled in various easily acces-
sible locations throughout the institution . 
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9. Test, revise, and maintain the plan. It is imperative 
that the plan be updated regularly, whether or not a di-
saster has occurred. Names and contact information for 
pertinent staff, vendors, and suppliers may change fre-
quently; new collections are acquired; buildings are modi-
fied; and new equipment may be installed. Even the most 
well-written plan, if it is not up-to-date, will not be effec-
tive when a disaster hits. 
It is, of course, humanly impossible to be fully prepared 
at all times for any danger that could conceivably strike 
our institutions. Be that as it may, we cannot abdicate 
our responsibilities as the guardians of our collections. 
We must realistically assess our vulnerabilities and fa-
miliarize ourselves with all the necessary steps to take in 
response to any emergency scenario we may be called 
upon to face. 
There is no substitute for good advance preparation when 
it comes to disaster response. Time invested now in es-
tablishing an appropriate and effective plan will pay big 
dividends in ensuring the well-being of the collections 
entrusted to our care. 
The good news is that we don't have to do it all on our 
own from scratch. Many respected preservation organi-
zations offer a wide variety of resources-in person, in 
print, and in cyberspace-that can be of invaluable assis-
tance in showing us ways to formulate a disaster plan 
customized to our particular needs. So, while we don't 
have to be a St. Laurence, let's get cooking! " 
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Introducing the 
Branding Initiative 
By Chris Olson 
Hello! Welcome to Brand Talk, the 
column devoted to association 
branding issues and activities. I'm 
Chris Olson, the lead strategist and 
coordinator of our association's 
branding initiative. I bring to this 
project more than 19 years of market-
ing and communications experience, 
working exclusively with informa-
tion professionals, their services, and 
their products. I've been an active 
member of our association since 
1977 and have given numerous pre-
sentations and seminars on a vari-
ety of marketing topics and issues. 
The branding initiative is an en-
deavor I look forward to, and with 
your help, I believe we can success-
fully position ourselves to get the 
respect and visibility we deserve. 
Each month I'll summarize our plans, 
objectives, and accomplishments as 
we work to establish a unique and 
strong brand image for our profes-
sion, association, and members. 
The Brand Team 
First, allow me to introduce the 
Brand Team, the core group of people 
responsible for bringing the brand 
to life. The team includes Valerie 
Cochran, an award-winning de-
signer; Carmen Miller, an information 
professional with strong communi-
cations and web development skills; 
and talented and knowledgeable as-
sociation staff members Lynn Smith, 
Doug Newcomb, Anthony Blue, Jeff 
Leach, and Natasha Jones. We will 
be working closely with the Public 
Relations Committee, chapter and 
division colleagues, vendors and 
partners, members and associates, 
educators and students-to name 
information outlook 
just a few. Our mission? To plan and 
implement branding and marketing 
activities designed to spotlight our 
professional endeavors, broadcast our 
messages, and establish our brand. 
What's the Plan? 
Implementing a branding strategy 
will require enormous effort, time, 
and resources. We must create, co-
ordinate, and deploy consistent mes-
sages that communicate our brand 
and image. We can't settle for one-
shot appearances or unclear state-
ments. Today's communication 
channels are jammed with messages. 
It's a competitive world, and our 
brand has to stand out from the 
crowd. We have to stake out our posi-
tion and never let our message waiver. 
The Brand Team won't be able to 
accomplish everything at once, and 
I ask for your patience. Our first year 
of activity will focus on laying the 
foundation-establishing our visual 
brand, fine-tuning our core mes-
sages, and empowering members to 
exemplify our new brand. 
A New Image and Slogan 
Linking messages to a strong, memo-
rable visual image is a critical com-
ponent of a branding strategy. The 
Brand Team is developing a fresh, 
new graphic image for the associa-
tion-a logo that is unique, memo-
rable, and easy to recognize. We have 
asked our designer to create a graphic 
that will symbolize a departure from 
traditional perceptions and will rep-
resent the cutting-edge knowledge 
and vitality of our profession. Dur-
ing the next few months, we will be 
creating the new logo and develop-
ing a graphic standards system. The 
standards will ensure that the logo 
is presented in a consistent way across 
all association materials, both print 
and electronic. We will create tern-
plates for different kinds of materials, 
giving divisions and chapters the option 
and the tools to include our new im-
age in their publications and web sites. 
While we work on the visual brand 
image, we will also be crafting pos-
sible slogans for our new brand. I 
expect our new logo and slogan to 
be ready when we launch our cam-
paign six to nine months from now. 
Brand Messages 
Branding is more than a logo and 
slogan. It's a memory. A perception. 
Branding strategies attempt to influence 
memories and perceptions at every 
point of contact a person has with a 
brand. That includes messages-
what we say, our actions, and how 
we present ourselves. It means that 
every one of us is part of the branding 
initiative and a member of the team. 
The comments and discussions sur-
rounding the development of the 
slogan will yield valuable concepts 
for core brand messages-because 
before we can influence decision-
maker perceptions, we'll need 
words. Phrases, sound bites, "eleva-
tor speeches"-messages that clearly 
articulate what we want people out-
side our profession to know and 
understand about us. Our goal is to 
change public perceptions about us. 
It won't happen overnight. It may 
take 12 or 18 months before plans 
and resources are aligned to success-
fully tackle this challenge. 
On a Personal Note 
The prospect of changing the percep-
tions of our profession is both ex-
hilarating and daunting, and the en-
deavor will involve every one of us 
along the way. My vision? It starts 
with tenderly picking up our image, 
brushing off the dust, and repack-
aging it in ribbons and shiny new 
paper, topped with a greeting card 
that proclaims who we are, what we 
do, and that we have arrived! 
Chris Olson currently coordinates associa-
tion branding activities and is the princi-
pal consultant of Chris Olson & Associates. 
E-mail her at BrandTalk@chrisolson.com. 
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Upcoming Virtual Seminars 
October 29, 2003 
VS Leader: Michael Kull 
Topic: "Knowledge Management: The Role of Story Telling" 
November 19, 2003 
VS Leader: Judy Seiss 
Topic: "The Visible Librarian" 
December 3, 2003 
VS Leaders: Jane Dysart & Rebecca Jones 
Topic: "Business Planning" 
By Jan Chindlund and 
Susan Fifer Canby 
Jan Chindlund is president of the Illinois Chapter of SLA, 2003·2004. Susan Fifer Canby is vice president, Libraries and Information Services, 
National Geographic Society in Washington, DC. 
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Will You Say "Yes?" 
PERHAPS YOU'VE JUST ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE AND HAVE BEEN ELECTED 
PRESIDENT-ELECT. CONGRATULATIONS, AND READ ON . 
Whatever your attitude or relationship to the job of chapter president-elect, you probably recognize its importance to 
the health and well-being of your chapter, to our association, and even to our profession. 
We (the authors) decided to explore the whys and wherefores of the role of chapter president-elect as program chair, 
to erase any mystique and create some helpful commentary from and for our colleagues. Since more than 50 heads are 
better than 2, we polled the current presidents, presidents-elect, and program chairs (if a separate position) of our 
chapters using http://www.surveymonkey.com and with the help of Linda Broussard at SLA headquarters. 
In this article we will share with you what we learned from SLA annual reports and from the 29 respondents to our 
April 2003 survey. We'll pass along some words of wisdom from Stephanie Tolson, Chapter Cabinet chair, and Dav 
Robertson, Chapter Cabinet chair-elect. Finally, we'll offer two mini-case studies from our own experience. 
Summary from SLA Annual Reports, 2000-2001 
and 2001-2002 
Most chapters (2002, 75%; 2001, 74%; 2000, 73%) 
report having difficulty recruiting a president/president-
elect because of 
• geography 
• recycled officers (pool of candidates limited) 
• lack of support for conference costs from institutions 
• local unemployment 
• lack of time 
• members ' other priorities and responsibilities 
Most chapters are partnering with other local associa-
tions of American Library Association, ASIST, SCIP, law 
librarians, archivists, and Archives Records Manage-
ment Association to plan and present programs to en-
sure enough participation. 
Most chapters plan four to eight meetings a year be-
tween September and May. 
Most chapters don't have a fundraising campaign, al-
though they do solicit sponsors or vendors for programs, 
solicit advertisers for newsletters, or raise money for com-
munity projects. During 2002, only 23 percent raised 
funds; during 2001, 19 percent; during 2000, 33 percent. 
Meeting attendance has basically stayed the same or, 
in a few cases, increased slightly. Some chapters may 
not be keeping accurate information on attendance. 
Interesting Programs Noted 
• Microsoft Intranets/Taxonomies/Controlled Vocabulary 
• Writing for the Wired World 
• SLA virtual seminar: Tending the Garden of Knowledge 
• Beyond the Thesaurus: Implications of Taxonomy Con-
struction for Intranets 
• Transitioning from Librarian to Competitive Intelli-
gence Professional 
• Adventures of an Internet Journalist 
• Information Design and Web Usability 
• Behind the Scenes at Google 
• SLA virtual seminar: Grooming Passionate Library 
Evangelists with Portals 
• PDAs and Wireless Trends 
Words of Wisdom from Chapter Cabinet Chair 
Stephanie Tolson 
"Often busy people think they don't have time for one 
more thing, but I've been told it 's the busy people who 
have learned to juggle. Just because SLA recommends 
that the president-elect handle the programming doesn't 
mean that it will work for every chapter. In fact, the presi-
dent-elect can hold many other responsibilities in addi-
tion to chapter programming. Each chapter should as-
sess assigning the responsibilities based on the needs of 
the chapter. I found program planning to be easiest when 
I had the help of other programming committee members." 
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April 2003 Survey 
What is your current position in your chapter? 
President 
Response Percent 
34.50 
President-elect (includes program responsibilities) 
Program chair 
41.40 
20.70 
10.30 Other 
Total respondents 
Response Total 
10 
12 
---
6 
3 
29 
What persuaded you to take on this position for your chapter? 
(check all that apply) Response Percent Response Total 
It was my turn 14.30 4 
I was really needed 14.30 4 
Someone asked me 
I volunteered without being asked 
Saw it as an opportunity for developing skills 
Other 
71.40 
10.70 
-----
39.30 
35.70 
20 
3 
11 
10 
What did you do to prepare for this position? (check all that apply) 
Response Percent Response Total 
Read the job description 50 14 
Developed a communication plan with treasurer, 
fundraiser, hospitality chair, etc. 
Participated in the leadership discussion 
list and read LEADERS.COMmunicate 
Networked with others in leadership inside 
and outside my chapter 
Worked closely with the previous program chair 
Used the SLA Integrated Calendar for ideas 
Other 
Total respondents 
Skipped this question 
7 .10 
28.60 
71.40 
60.70 
7.10 
32.10 
2 
8 
20 
17 
2 
9 
28 
1 
How many programs did you plan and execute for the program year June 
2002-June 2003 (please include all monthly meetings, professional 
development, and networking opportunities)? 
Total respondents 
Number of 
Programs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
60 
Number of 
Chapters Offering 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
1 
3 
1 
23 
Words of Wisdom 
from Chapter Cabinet 
Chair-Elect Dav 
Robertson 
"The position of presi-
dent-elect is in some ways 
the most important posi-
tion in a chapter, because 
the president-elect usually 
plans or coordinates the 
programs, which most 
members see as the most 
valuable benefit of SLA at 
the local level. It is also 
one of the best jobs, be-
cause the president-elect 
has the opportunity to 
work with new col -
leagues , plan interesting 
programs , meet new 
speake rs , and develop 
new skills . SLA has an ex-
cellent support system to 
help new officers succeed. 
Watch for leadership de-
velopment opportunities 
to learn and interact at 
Winter Meetings and An-
nual Conferences." 
Words of wisdom 
from the 29 
respondents 
(Respondents were given 
the option of anonymity.) 
Plan 
• "Plan ahead, ask others 
to help with the details, com-
municate, thank people." 
• "There is no such thing 
as over planning." 
• "That simple planning 
and forethought make 
things easier. That plan-
ning early, giving re-
sponsibility to compe-
tent people makes all the 
difference . " Charles 
Shellabarger, Georgia 
• "Browsed through old is-
sues of Information Outlook, 
asked people for suggestions, 
and sent out a survey about 
programs and speakers. I 
learned that my ideas weren't necessar-
ily indicative of what others wanted." 
information outlook 
• "Sit down and plan out the topics at the start of the 
year. Even if things don't work out as planned, you 
still have a roadmap. Also, work at least two months 
ahead." Randi Madisen, Minnesota 
• "Create an outline early in the summer, sketching out 
the scope of the year to include diverse programming 
and to enable you to involve others in the planning 
and implementation." 
Delegate 
• "Delegate! Program planning can *not* be effectively 
carried out by a sole person. I established a planning 
team and asked for their advice and help." Angela 
Home, New York 
• "This is not a one-person job. You need a committee!" 
• "Break down tasks and delegate as much as possible." 
Sandra Plisch, Wisconsin 
• "But don't get too many people involved in the plan-
ning process. Assistants weren't always sure they 
knew what they were to do." 
• "To talk to and get help from as many people as I 
could. I found that most people, when talked to face-
to-face (rather than through e-mail) agreed to help 
me out." Jack Morris, Pennsylvania 
Communicate and follow up 
• "Follow up. Follow up. Follow up. And have a form 
or something in place to make sure the programs are 
on track and you aren't forgetting any of the details." 
Jaye Lapachet, California 
• "Using a combination of e-mail [chapter discussion 
list] as well as printed meeting announcements. 
There are members who only do e-mail, and others 
who only do print." 
Experiment 
• "Jump in with both feet and have fun." Daniel P. Lee, 
Ontario 
• "I think anytime you can bring in a fresh perspective 
on an issue and not look at it in 'librarian terms' it is 
a good thing." 
Thank people 
• "What I learned: Ask for help, and be specific. Accept 
help, and say thanks." 
What program or process worked really well 
during the year? Why? 
Programs 
• Neighborhood dinners with up to ID people in five or 
six different locations. "We have neighborhood din-
ners each year. This year, we had nine dinners in differ-
ent cities throughout the Bay Area over three nights. We 
were able to discuss various topics relating to the chap-
ter and SLA, and it was fun, too." Ailya Rose, California 
• A roundtable discussion on SLA governance 
• "Holiday potluck-in addition to enjoying fabulous 
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food, everyone brought children's books that we donated 
to a local charity." Sarah Knox Morley, Rio Grande 
• "Program in which we partnered with other area 
library organizations. Perhaps it was the availability 
of more resources, in terms of planners and money, 
that enabled us to put on a more involved program 
than we might be able to do otherwise." 
• "Not Your Usual Librarian' was well received .... It 
worked well because the panelists, all professional 
librarians, shared their personal experiences in the 
field in a thought-provoking and sometimes humor-
ous way. And with librarians looking for work or to 
change jobs, the topic was very practical and timely." 
Miranda D. Scott, New Jersey 
• "Tours of local special libraries seem to bring in the 
biggest meeting attendance." 
• Innovative program at a local historical society /museum. 
Kathryn Walsh and Cynthia Geremia, Fairfield County 
• Sponsored meeting of local library consortium with 
USA Patriot Act videocast. Kathryn Walsh and Cynthia 
Geremia, Fairfield County 
• Chairman of FASB, (Financial Accounting Standards 
Board) spoke about corporate accounting and recent 
scandals. Kathryn Walsh and Cynthia Geremia, 
Fairfield County 
• "The most popular program was one entitled 
'Cataloger's Forecast: Metadata, Taxonomies & Trends.' 
We attracted more than 85 to the meeting. It addressed 
the issue of organizing organizational knowledge that 
seemed to be on people's minds. We promoted widely 
to our community." 
Process 
• "Co-sponsoring with other professional organizations. 
It really helps when you can share expenses and the 
workload." Debra Oswald, Ohio 
• "I used the chapter list pretty effectively to market, 
and that improved interest and attendance." Sandra 
Plisch, Wisconsin 
• "The chapter board members supporting my activities." 
Kelly Yuille, Maryland 
• "Talking to members to find out what the 'hot topics' 
were was helpful. I did a survey just five minutes after 
being elected and had people give me feedback about 
what issues they wer facing in their organizations." 
What program or process didn't work as well? Why? 
Program 
• Panel where both speakers canceled late. 
• Program that was too pricey. 
Process 
• "All eight of my committee members did their share 
of work, but I wish I had assigned the primary re-
sponsibility for each program to individuals or teams 
of two." Debra Oswald, Ohio 
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• "We were not very good at advertising our events far 
enough in advance. We had to cancel one event be-
cause anticipated attendance was very low." Daniel 
P. Lee, Ontario 
• "Starting a virtual seminar after dinner-would rec-
ommend starting it during dinner because of length 
of the seminar." Erin Lanham, Missouri 
What information would you give to a person you 
might recruit for this position? 
• "It's a fair amount of work, but it's rewarding, and 
there are a lot of resources to draw on." 
• "Engage the members. Most people find they really like 
helping; they just don't want to be overwhelmed. That's 
the major challenge of the program coordinator/chair-
organize the work into bite-size chunks." Sandra Plisch, 
Wisconsin 
• "Plan to work with your partner. First of two-year as-
signment is your learning curve. Use your partner as a 
mentor. You will be the mentor to another next year." 
• "I would emphasize that the person who takes this job 
would need to be creative, energetic, and organized." 
• "I think leading by example is an important way to 
recruit. If I am happy and enjoying program plan-
ning, then it will come through and others will want 
to try it." 
• "Don't hesitate to ask former chapter/division leaders for 
help. We are more than happy to share our collective wis-
dom and experience." Miranda D. Scott, New Jersey 
Case Study: Susan Fifer Canby, DC Chapter 
Decision: To take on a three-year commitment to DCSLA 
by accepting the position of vice president/president-elect, 
if elected. This would include setting goals and vision, 
collaborating with my colleagues, participating in lots of 
meetings and programs, and working to strengthen 
DCSLA. 
Strategy 
1. Set goals, working closely with the president. 
• Manage the budget-use technology to reduce expenses. 
• Provide targeted but diverse programming to appeal 
to the wide interests of the membership. 
• Encourage and integrate students and new /young 
professionals. 
• Tap as many colleagues as possible to engage them 
in the chapter. 
• Sponsor joint meetings with other organizations 
(Maryland Chapter of SLA, District of Columbia Li-
brary Association, CAPCON (area network), ASIST, 
Young Professionals of SLA). 
• Spotlight best practices and leadership. 
information outlook 
Parting words 
• Speaking of programs-"They can't all be winners." 
Erin Lanham, Missouri 
• "There is a sense in our chapter that we should have a 
program every month. It's difficult to plan and get at-
tendance for monthly programming. I think two to four 
strong programs a year would be more effective." 
• "Reaching out to other local professional library orga-
nizations to co-sponsor events not only increases your 
chapter's visibility but saves money and adds to the 
programming possibilities." 
• "If you need to make money for your chapter, make 
sure you have someone who is a good fundraiser. Mak-
ing a profit on your meetings can be done, but break-
ing even is a must." Sarah Knox Morley, Rio Grande 
• "I would encourage SLA to promote the development 
of partnerships with other library organizations to produce 
programs of local interest. This is probably of particular 
benefit to smaller chapters who have more limited resources." 
• "There will always be complaints. When someone com-
plains, take the opportunity to learn from what they 
are saying, because it probably has merit. Always 
smile-then ask them if they would like to help out 
with the next event." Daniel P. Lee, Ontario 
• "The success of SLA does not rest solely on SLA sources. 
I learn every day from my coworkers, institutional in-
house training programs, other library association mem-
berships, etc." Angela Home, New York 
• "Don't be intimidated-people will give you the 
handholding that you need; you just have to ask." 
• "Most important lesson: The power of networking, per-
sistence, and good will." 
2. Develop program marketing strategy. 
• Advertise widely on discussion lists. 
• Create a new brochure and add more content to the 
website. 
• Maintain a central calendar on our website; add cal-
endar information to the SLA website. 
• Develop and track metrics on attendance and par-
ticipation. 
• Use a paper broadsheet to "push" members to the Web. 
• Promote to the SLA student chapters at the two local 
library schools. 
3. Capture metrics: health of the programs = health of 
the chapter. 
• How much of the membership participated? (more 
engagement = chapter valued) 
• Who showed the most interest? (tap for more 
participation) 
• Who was an effective program planner? (future leader) 
• What activities attracted the most attendance? (evalu-
ate cost, time of day, topic) 
Tactics 
• Plan early (during the summer) to sketch out the ideas 
for programs, balancing focus, times, days of the week, 
cooperation, whom to involve. 
• Get feedback and work closely with president and with 
communications and hospitality chairs. 
• Aggregate all planning into one calendar document that 
can be shared. 
• Call in the chips as you look to involve future leaders 
in the planning process and mentor them. Engage as 
many colleagues as you can. 
• Develop a diverse programming calendar. 
• Build a program planning toolkit on the Web that might 
include checklists, evaluation forms, tax exemption and 
payment forms, and a report form to facilitate consis-
tent programming and reporting. 
• Attend all the meetings you or your designee plans. 
Results 
Working with many-including an active young profes-
sionals group, the military, and news groups-we planned 
64 meetings or programs (13 business meetings, 9 meet-
ings that involved other area groups, 2 fundraising events, 
IS learning opportunities, IS networking events, S social 
events, and S tours.) We engaged more than 30 percent 
of our 1,010 members and more than 200 colleagues from 
other local organizations. 
Business 
• Ten board meetings [averaged 18 per meeting] at Na-
tional Geographic Society Library 
• Summer Planning Breakfast [36] at president's home 
• Branding discussion by Stephen Abram at the Computers 
and Libraries Meeting 
• Annual Banquet at the Marriott Metro Hotel with Anne 
Mintz ("Lies, Damn Lies, and the Internet") (92] $40 
Fundraising 
• Marching for Sousa [41]-$1,800 and books donated 
to Sousa Middle School Library 
• Young Professionals' MS Walk [9]-$1,015 for Multiple 
Sclerosis 
Learning 
• How to Find Your Library's Value and Sell It to Man-
agement (with reception) at the National Geographic 
Society with Barbara Ferry, Renee Braden, Danna Bell-
Russel, Marilyn Bromley, Susan White Frazier, and 
Robyn Frank (73] $22 
• Teleworking: The World of Virtual Work (continental 
breakfast) at Sumner School with Linda White, Alex 
Kramer, Monica Martinez, and Julie Arnold (15] $10 
• Presentation Skills: Seizing the Moment with Quinn 
Koller (18 J $12 
• Life Planning: NOW What Do I Do? (continental break-
fast) at the World Resources Institute with Mary Ellen 
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Bates and Mel Briscoe (30] $5 
• Catalogers' Forecast: Metadata, Taxonomies, and Trends 
(with reception) at Morgan Lewis Bockius law firm with 
Rebecca Guenther, Denise Bedford, and Suzanne Pilsk. 
(86] $12 
• The New Knowledge Worker (luncheon) with Guy St. 
Clair at the Renaissance Hotel (40] $35 
• Centennial of Flight (Military Librarians) at the Naval 
Heritage Center (38] $20 
• Book Club meetings (4): Essential Drucker (Drucker); 
Tipping Point (Gladwell); Good to Great (Collins); Web 
of Deception (Mintz) [averaged 10 each time] 
• International Special Librarian's Day: Library and Lit-
eracy Issues in Africa at Kiplinger with Jane Meyers, 
Philomena Amoako, and Duncan Omole. (45] $5 
• Joint Spring Workshop: Ownership of Media (with DC 
Library Association, Federal Librarians, DC Law Librar-
ians) (80] $45 
• Technology Day (with Maryland SLA) (33] $175 
(heavily sponsored) 
• Wireless Technology at the Defense Technical Informa-
tion Center (Military Librarians) (28] $12 
Networking 
• 12 Dine-Arounds-six neighborhoods in MD, DC, VA 
(fall, spring) [averaged 12 per dine-around] 
• Job Hunting for Librarians in the Current Market (33] Free 
• Career Day at Catholic University with 16 speakers (48] 
$9 students; $13 members 
• Spend the Day with Spend the Day with a Special 
Librarian (36 libraries willing, 6 students] Free 
Social 
• New members reception at the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, included visiting SLA board 
members (72 paid; 12 new] 
• Holiday party at the Washington Arts Club (with DC 
Library Association, and ASSIT) (86] $27 
• Wine and cheese reception for volunteers at the Army 
Navy Club (120] Free to volunteers 
• Young Professionals Happy Hours (fall, winter, spring) 
[averaged 7 each time] 
• Scrabble Tournament/Pizza (with Law Librarians)-
two sessions (25 each time] Free (sponsored) 
Tours 
• Duck Tour (Young Professionals) (28] $30 
• USA Today (News Group) (12] Free 
• Octoberfest and three library tours (Military Librarians) 
• Folger Library (Young Professionals) [IS] Free 
• World & I (with DC Library Association) (20] Free 
What We Did Right 
• Involved many colleagues in planning to encourage new 
leadership. 
• Tracked metrics to better evaluate program success. 
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• Developed and used evaluation forms. 
• Assigned a reporter to summarize results of the pro-
gram for our newsletter, Chapter Notes. 
• Informed everyone of the events well in advance. 
Hot Programs 
• Taxonomies - more than 85 people attended this meet-
ing. We had three excellent speakers and a swell place 
to meet, which garnered us excellent evaluations. 
• Valuing Ourselves to Senior Management attracted 73 
people. Part of this program was tapped for a reprise at 
the SLA Conference in June. 
C"' Case Study: Jan Chindlund, Illinois Chapter 
·- Decision: To accept the three-year commitment (president-
elect, president, and past president) based on support of 
management, support of colleagues in our chapter and 
throughout SLA, and strategy /tactics that seemed workable. 
Strategy 
• To develop leadership opportunities through program 
planning and execution. 
• To deliver programming that met the members' needs 
and dovetailed with our chapter's strategic plan \1 
"http://www.slaillinois.org/admin/Strategic_Planning/ 
strategic-plan.pdf" http://www.slaillinois.org/admin/ 
Strategic_Planning/ strategic-plan. pdf 
• Promote the value of the information professional 
• Facilitate the development of professional competen-
cies and best practices 
• Improve communications to and among members 
• Increase participation in the chapter 
• Align chapter operations with long-term chapter strategy 
and focus 
Tactics 
• To draw the energetic members of the Illinois chapter 
into a large, collegial team. 
• To break the larger team into seven smaller teams, with 
four teams responsible for two monthly meetings each, 
one team responsible for our annual meeting with a 
student outreach focus, one team responsible for pro-
fessional development events, and one for a downstate 
program. 
• To delegate and coach, building new leaders for our 
future. 
• To have fun along the way. 
foformation outlook 
What We Should Have Done 
• Don't plan much for February. Three events were 
snowed out and had to be postponed. 
• Meet earlier with other chairs to plan promotion tac-
tics and learn what resources are available for programs. 
• At the beginning of each program, promote upcoming 
programs to the audience. 
Program Failure 
We planned a point: counterpoint for the two library 
schools-Maryland and Catholic University-to discuss library 
education. So few signed up that we cancelled. We realized 
it was better to be flexible than to waste speakers' time. 
Results 
• Developed new leaders by providing opportunities for 
competency development. 
• Delivered programs to more than 400 members-over 
50 percent of the membership. 
• Built a strong programming team consisting of 
• Program Committee 
• Professional Development Committee 
• Dinner Arrangements Committee 
• Hospitality Committee 
• Downstate planners 
• Collaborated with other committees and board members 
in the chapter 
- Student Outreach Committee worked closely with the 
Program Committee to deliver our annual Student Out 
reach meeting 
- Vendor relations 
- Budget chair 
- Executive board 
• Delivered eight meetings in the Chicago area, one 
meeting in Springfield, dine-arounds at six locations 
around the state, a professional development event in 
a Chicago suburb, and one summertime social event in 
a Chicago suburb 
1. Sept. 5, evening. Chicago. Gary Price, "Web, Warf, 
Woof and Biogs." [170] $35 
2. Oct. 24, evening. Chicago. Kathryn Deiss, "Weav-
ing a Strong Tapestry: How Culture Affects Recruit-
ment and Retention." [64] $35 
3. Nov. 6, evening. Chicago. Judy Judy "Negotiation 
Skills and Strategies." [63] $35 
4. Dec. 11, evening. Chicago. Holiday party with Irish 
band and book drive for children. [102] $35 
5. Jan. 15, all day. Wheeling. Joint meeting with North 
Suburban Special Librarians; Pat Wagner, "Market-
ing and Change.'' [27] $55 
6. Jan. 30, evening. Dine-around at six locations 
around the state. [60] $30 
7. Feb. 21, noon . Chicago. Joint meeting with the Chi-
cago Association of Law Librarians. Panel: Cynthia 
Lesky and Susane Yesnik, "Adding Value to Data 
Analysis." [140] $20 
8. Mar. 13, evening. Chicago. Student outreach. Panel: 
Sally Justice-Barnum, Rya Ben-Shir, and Janet 
Smith, "Sp inning Our Tales: Challenges and Tri-
umphs ill lnfonnation Centers. " [91] $35 
9. Apr. 23 , noon. Chicago. Bring Your Boss. Panel of bosses: 
Max Dezara, Richard Jaehne, and Liz Michaels. [67] $30 
10. Apr. 24, evening. Springfield. Downstate Annual 
Meeting. Patricia Norris, "Don 't Just Make Do-
Make a Difference." [25] $15 
11 . May 23, noon. Chicago. Annual Business Meeting. $30 
12.July 19, afternoon and evening. Lunch, Oak Park. 
Frank Lloyd Wright and Ernest Hemingway tours , 
picnic dinner, and Shakespeare in the Park 
13 . Solicited feedback via evaluations-learned from the 
feedback 
What We Did Right 
• Engaged about 5 percent of the membership in pro-
gram planning or execution. 
• Es tablished a theme for the program year " Be Part o.f 
the Fabric." Being part of the fabric of our organiza-
tions is imperati ve. We commissioned ba1111ers to be 
woven by one of our members . The banners flew at 
each of our meetings to remind members of the theme. 
We raffled them at the May meeting. Revenues will 
support our student outreach . 
• Used eva luation forms at five meetings . Shared the 
evaluatfon feedback with the programming team so we 
could learn from it. 
• Surveyed the programming tea m near end of program 
year about what worked and how to improve the process. 
• Engaged a variety oi people to handle inltoductions 
and moderating. 
• Engaged a variety of people to report on the meetings 
for our bulletin, Informant. 
• Lunch and dinner venues were trendy and fun . Food 
In Summary 
If you feel shy about asking people to help, note that the 
results of the survey suggest that most people do a job 
because someone asked them to . Serving as president-
elect/ program chair is a great opportunity to get to know 
your colleagues and do something helpful for your 
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was good. 
• Had a combina tion of lunch (3) and dinner meetings 
(7) . one all -day and one afternoon/evening. 
• Dine-around wa a success in January. Members went 
to local restaurants at six places around the state. 
• Collected children's books for a local charity at our 
holiday party. 
• Partnered with Chicago Association of Law Librarians 
and North Suburban Special Librarians for one meeting each. 
• Offered same membership rate for members of "sister" 
information professional organizations, such as ASIST, 
SCIP, ALA, and so on. 
• OUered a tiered cost structure, making the meetings 
more affordable for student, retired, and unemployed 
members. Charged more for nonmembers. 
Hot Program 
• G~ry Price was our speaker in September. The September 
meeting is historically well attended. Tl1is meeting drew 170. 
• Joint meeting with Cl1icago Associa tion of Law Librar· 
ians. "Adding Value to Data Analysis"-moderator and 
one speaker from each organization. 
What We Should Have Done 
• Star ted plan ning earlie r. We started in mi.d-Jul y. Plan-
ning earli e r would ha ve ma de ever ith i ng ruJ1 
smoother-from dinner arrangemen ts to sponsorship. 
Suggest starting in mid-June this year. 
Program Failure 
• One program didn't get off the ground because we did 
not start planning soon enough. 
Other Advice 
• Try to simplify the dinner arrangements by offering 
some buffets or contracting with a few hotels instead 
of a different one each month. 
• Look for no-cost venues with lower-cost food options. 
• Consider sending out announcements by discussion list 
and website. Perhaps eliminate mailed paper announce-
ment to reduce costs. 
• Consider including more "sister" information profes-
sional organ izations in the member rate for meetings. 
Publicize with Lhese orga niz.i tions. 
• It is almost impossible to overcommunicate; therefore, 
communicate, communicate, communicate. 
profession . The case studies and the survey advise you 
not to tackle the job alone-engage as many people as 
you can lo help . And fin all y, you can' t overcommunica le 
what is going on or what the vision is. Have a gTeal 
program yea r! 
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copy~cat rner 
Amelioriating the 
Effects of Term 
Extension 
By Laura Gasaway 
The Copyright Term Extension Act 
(CTEA) contains a little-used provi-
sion that has the potential to be of 
tremendous benefit to libraries. The 
CTEA, effective October 27, 1998, 
extended the term of copyright from 
life of the author plus 50 years to 
life plus 70 years. It expanded the 
library exemption by adding a new 
section (§ 108(h)) to the Copyright 
Act. The intent of the expansion was 
to ease the effects of term extension 
on libraries and archives. In order 
to meet the requirements of§ 108(h), 
a library or archive must satisfy sev-
eral requirements in addition to 
qualifying as an eligible entity un-
der§ 108(a). 
Section 108 (h) permits a library, ar-
chives, or a nonprofit educational 
institution, during the last 20 years 
of a published work's term, to re-
produce, distribute, display, or per-
form in either facsimile or digital 
form, a copy of a work for purposes 
of preservation, scholarship, or re-
search. In order to do this, however, 
the library must by reasonable in-
vestigation determine that (1) the 
work is not subject to normal com-
mercial exploitation, (2) a copy can-
not be obtained at a reasonable price, 
or (3) the copyright owner has pro-
vided notice that either of the above 
conditions apply according to regu-
lations promulgated by the Register 
of Copyrights. The exemption pro-
vided by this subsection does not 
apply to any subsequent uses by 
users other than that library. 
information outlook 
The Copyright Office has developed 
rules by which owners or their 
agents can file notice that the pub-
lished work is subject to normal 
commercial expectation or can be 
obtained at a reasonable price.' The 
office also developed a form for such 
notices. 2 The information required 
on the form includes (1) title of the 
work (or, if untitled, a brief descrip-
tion of the work); (2) author(s) of 
the work; (3) type of work (for ex-
ample, music, motion picture, book, 
photograph or sound recording); (4) 
edition; (5) year of first publication; 
(6) year the work first secured fed-
eral copyright through publication 
with notice or registration as an un-
published work; (7) name of the 
copyright holder; (8) copyright re-
newal registration number; (9) the 
person or entity identified who owns 
the rights; (10) the person or entity 
that the Copyright Office should con-
tact concerning the notice; and (11) 
the person or entity that libraries and 
archives may contact concerning the 
work's normal commercial exploita-
tion or availability at a reasonable 
price. The fee for filing the notice is 
$50, plus $20 for each additional 
work. Despite the rule-making ac-
tivity of the Copyright Office and the 
posting of forms on its website, not 
a single notice had been filed as of 
April 20, 2003. 
Interestingly, there is little legisla-
tive history for this section of the 
CTEA. For example, there is no defi-
nition of important terms such as 
"reasonable investigation" or "nor-
mal commercial exploitation," al-
though reasonable investigation was 
defined for § 108(c) in the House 
Report that accompanied the Act. 3 
For this section, however, a reason-
able investigation would also likely 
require checking with the Copyright 
Office to determine whether a pub-
lisher or other copyright holder had 
filed notice. 
What works are eligible for repro-
duction under this section? All 
works copyrighted in the United 
States whose authors have been de-
ceased at least 50 years. Thus, 
works from 1952 and earlier may 
be eligible for reproduction under § 
108(h) . 
This subsection is broader than § 
108(c), which relates to the replace-
ment of published lost, stolen, dam-
aged, deteriorating, or obsolete 
works, because here reproduction 
is not solely limited to replacement 
or preservation. Normally, one as-
sumes that preservation involves a 
work in a library's collection, but 
there is no requirement that the 
work so reproduced under § 108 (h) 
currently be in the collection of the 
library, nonprofit educational insti-
tution or archives. Thus, this sec-
tion can serve as a collection-build-
ing section for scholarship and re-
search in addition to preservation, 
at least for those works that meet 
the requirements. 
Section 108(h) was touted as apply-
ing to "orphaned" works where the 
publisher has disappeared and no 
one has an interest in further com-
mercial exploitation. On the other 
hand, with the production of books 
on demand, even out-of-print works 
can be produced quickly.4 Is this 
normal commercial exploitation? 
Also note that§ 108(c) uses the term 
"fair price" as opposed to "reason-
able price" found in (h). Is a rea-
sonable price different from a fair 
price, or is this just the result of 
sloppy drafting? 
Libraries testified in the Copyright 
Office rule-making proceeding that 
if a copyright owner cannot make a 
copy of a work available either di-
rectly or through an agent, then the 
presumption should be that librar-
ies can take advantage of the exemp-
tion.5 "It would be a perversion of 
the exemption if a copy of a work 
exists only in a library, but the 
owner, who does not have physical 
copy, nevertheless declares it is sub-
ject to normal commercial exploita-
tion or can be obtained at a reason-
able price."6 Under § 108(c) the 
library's reasonable investigation to 
determine whether a copy is avail-
able at a fair price applies only to 
unused copies, but§ 108(h) is silent 
as to whether a library or archives 
must seek even a used copy prior to 
taking advantage of the exemption. 
Since the copyright owner receives 
royalties only on the first sale of a 
work, the secondhand or resale mar-
ket provides no away to calculate a 
"reasonable price." Library associa-
tions stated that, "Only if the owner 
is actually marketing a work it physi-
cally possesses, or recently placed 
sufficient numbers of copies into 
commerce, could the owner accu-
rately declare that the statutory test 
has been met. "7 
Another important difference be-
tween § 108(h) and the other pres-
ervation sections is that the work 
may be reproduced in either digital 
or analog format. Moreover, the sec-
tion does not permit a library to 
make up to three copies but rather 
"a copy." In all likelihood, a library 
would be much more likely to pro-
duce a digital copy of such a work 
after it had satisfied the requirements 
of the section, as the work obviously 
would be of sufficient importance to 
that library or it would not have en-
gaged in the time-consuming reason-
able investigation. The library may 
even put the reproduced work on the 
Web, as there is no restriction that it 
be used only within the premises of 
the library. 
Why have no publishers filed notice 
under this section? Are libraries likely 
to start using this section to ensure 
that older works are available in li-
braries across the country? Little is 
known about how this activity under 
this section will actually operate. It is 
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Softlink Liberty) is becoming the preferred automation software for 
special libraries all across the U.S. We know your budget may be two 
generations behind, but we can help you get the next generation of 
library automation solutions now. 
• Fully Web-based 
• Full text search and retrieval 
• MARC compatible 
Let us customize Softlink Liberty3 to your budget today! 
Call during July for your choice of 
FREE installation, training or conversion! 
www.softlinkamerica.com 
1.877.4.LIB.SALES • info@softlinkamerica.com 
unlikely that there will be additional 
explanation or amendment of the law 
concerning this section unless and 
until it begins to be used by a signifi-
cant number of libraries. 
1 See 37 C.F.R. § 201.39 (2002). 
2 See Copyright Office website, at http:// 
lcweb.loc.gov /copyright. 
3 U.S. House of Representatives Report 94-
1476 (1976). 
4 Mary Minow, Library Digitization 
Projects and Copyright, June 2002, at 
http://www.llrx.com/features/ 
digitization.htm. 
5 Comments of Library Associations on 
Notice to Libraries and Archives, Feb. 16, 
1999, at http://www.arl.org/info/frn/ 
copy /comments.html. 
6 Id. 
7 Id. 
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e-Sustainability-the 
Amazing and True Story 
of Flavius Josephus 
By Stephen Abram 
He was born Joseph Ben Matthathias 
in Jerusalem, in 37 CE. He received 
the traditional education and intense 
religious training that was expected 
for a boy in a devout Jewish family, 
yet his life could not have taken more 
unexpected turns. Throughout his life, 
Josephus, as he was later known, as-
sumed many roles: priest, soldier, 
commander, prophet, historian, and 
scholar. Critics, both in his time and 
since, have labeled him a traitor, liar, 
and con man. One thing is certain: 
He was born during interesting 
times, and his prolific accounts of 
his life and times provide us with 
some of our best sources of knowl-
edge, sometimes our only source, for 
that period of history. His writings 
were the definitive primary content. 
Josephus was born during the Roman 
occupation of Jerusalem, when Caligula 
was the emperor of Rome. We know 
from his writing that Josephus was 
an extremely intelligent scholar. 
General dissatisfaction with the Ro-
man occupation of Jerusalem grew 
stronger throughout Josephus' youth 
and young adulthood. When some 
priests he knew were sent in chains 
to Rome in 64 CE, Josephus decided 
to follow them and plead with the 
emperor, Nero, for their release. His 
powers of persuasion won favor with 
the emperor's consort, and she sup-
ported his cause. His mission was a 
success; but Josephus was dazzled 
by the life he saw in Rome and came 
away convinced that the Jewish re-
volt against Rome was misguided. 
information outlook 
Events conspired against this belief. 
Unrest in Jerusalem grew, and 
Josephus found himself commander-
in-chief of Galilee. His military ca-
reer ended in the summer of 67 CE 
when the Romans took the rebel 
stronghold in Jotopata. Josephus and 
his troops had defended the fort 
known as Masada against all odds, 
but in the end they were defeated, 
suffering from exhaustion and lack 
of food and water. Josephus, realiz-
ing that the situation was hopeless, 
claims to have counseled his men 
against rash action. Nevertheless, 
most of the men were prepared to 
be killed or kill themselves rather 
than surrender to the Romans, so the 
siege of Jotopata was a bloodbath. 
Amazingly, Josephus survived the 
attack. He hid in an empty cistern 
and, once discovered, persuaded his 
captors that he had a vital prophecy 
for the Roman general Vespasian. 
Josephus claimed that he foresaw 
that both Vespasian and his son, 
Titus, would be emperor. Vespasian 
decided to keep Josephus around, in 
case he did have the power to foretell 
the future. In 69 CE, Vespasian did 
indeed become emperor. 
Josephus was kept as a hostage until 
the end of the war, so he was an eye-
witness to the destruction and chaos. 
It must have been a trying time for 
Josephus. On the one hand, he was 
alive; on the other hand, he had to 
watch the decimation of his people. 
Many people in Jerusalem thought 
Josephus was a turncoat and totally 
unscrupulous. Perhaps the many vol-
umes of history he subsequently pro-
duced stemmed from a need to ex-
plain himself and justify his actions. 
After the war, Josephus was taken 
to Rome, freed, and granted Roman 
citizenship. He was even provided 
with an income and a place to live 
on Vespasian's estates. He latinized 
his name to Josephus and adopted 
Vespasian's family name, Flavius, 
and began his career as a historian. 
The first of Josephus' works was The 
Jewish War, his eyewitness account 
of the Jewish revolt against the Ro-
mans in Jerusalem. Josephus origi-
nally wrote in Aramaic, partly so that 
Syrian Jews could read the account 
and be warned against similar revolts. 
As a court-supported Roman citizen, 
he defended the position of the Ro-
man emperors. A lot of Josephus' 
work was conflicted in this way. Later 
his work was translated into Greek. 
Josephus also wrote a 20-volume 
history of the Jews, called Jewish 
Antiquities. It was modeled on the 
most valuable book of his time, RoTTlllil 
Antiquities, and based on research 
of Hebrew scripture, other Jewish 
writing, and Greek and Roman his-
torians. Josephus wanted to show 
the Romans that the Jews could also 
claim an impressive heritage, one even 
more ancient than Rome's. Many of 
the works he used for research are 
lost, so his version is our only source 
of knowledge for the times he wrote 
about. For example, Josephus first 
wrote about candle lighting at Ha-
nukkah. Also, outside of the Chris-
tian gospels, Josephus provides us 
with the only surviving contempo-
rary written account of the story of 
Jesus, his crucifixion by order of 
Pontius Pilate, and the belief that he 
was restored to life. 
Josephus also wrote an autobiography, 
The Life of Josephus, mostly in self-
defense against a Galilean historian 
who claimed that Josephus was a 
traitor, a liar, and himself responsible 
for revolt. His Against Apion was a 
defense against Roman critics of 
Jewish Antiquities and against anti-
semitism. The controversy surround-
ing history according to Josephus 
continues even today, although re-
cent archaeological discoveries have 
tended to support some of his de-
scriptions. After his death (date un-
known), the Romans erected a statue 
of him and placed his works in the 
public library. 
So, why am I telling you about 
Josephus? Because a civilization's 
written history and culture are in-
valuable, and there are lessons to be 
learned here. The book Roman An-
tiquities was considered so valuable 
to Roman culture that access to it 
was limited, translations into other 
languages were not permitted, and 
the original content was not allowed 
to leave Rome. Jewish Antiquities, on 
the other hand, was not so highly 
valued by the Romans. It was cop-
ied and distributed widely, and al-
lowed to be translated into many lan-
guages, and free access was granted 
to all readers. The moral? Not one 
complete copy of Roman Antiquities 
exists today. Thousands of copies of 
Jewish Antiquities exist. It is believed 
to have been the third book printed 
on Gutenberg's press. 
We have seen too many national 
libraries destroyed in recent years. 
Generals know the military and cul-
tural value of books and libraries. 
When conquerors want to damage a 
society, they attack or destroy its li-
braries. When Julius Caesar invaded 
Cleopatra's Egypt, one of his first acts 
was to burn down the great library 
at Alexandria. In the Dark Ages, when 
knowledge was forsaken, Europe's 
great libraries were secreted away to 
Ireland to be carefully tended by 
Irish monks, who saved the knowl-
edge for the world. When the Ameri-
cans invaded York (Toronto) in the 
War of 1812, their major strategic 
strike was to bum down York's library. 
In retaliation, Canadian and British 
soldiers stormed Washington and 
burned down the Library of Con-
gress. Nations endure and knowl-
edge persists only because libraries and 
librarians save, store, protect, and pro-
vide access to their collections. 
Libraries are multidimensional. As 
the foundation of learning and in-
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novation, libraries store the essentials 
of our culture and our sciences. At 
their essence is "information," but 
libraries go beyond facts. They are 
history, the record of our past. 
Remember this tale. When we debate 
such issues as digital rights manage-
ment, electronic licensing, escrow, 
last copy policies, privacy, access, and 
all the rest, we must take into account 
the issues of sustainability, preser-
vation, and very long-term access. 
If the works of Josephus had not 
been made public, access unre-
stricted, and translations encour-
aged, they might not exist today. We 
must be careful to ensure that the 
works of our past and our present 
are sustainable too. Knowledge does 
not persist without librarians. 
Stephen Abram is vice president of 
Micromedia ProQuest in Canada. He can 
be reached at sabram@micromedia.ca. 
This column was co-written by Stephanie 
Smith Abram and Zachary Abram. 
june 2003 
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SLA Consultation Officers Assist in 
Defining Information Requirements 
Many corporations, small busi-
nesses, nonprofit organizations, and 
associations employ librarians/infor-
mation professionals. These organi-
zations have found that special li-
brarians who organize, evaluate, and 
deliver information make a positive 
difference in the bottom line. 
SLA offers a consultation service to 
members and nonmembers to help 
organizations define information 
requirements. A consultation officer 
is selected for you from SLA's net-
work of regional chapters in the 
U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, and the 
Arabian Gulf. SLA information pro-
fessionals work with the latest tech-
nology and use information to solve 
problems in their own companies. 
They know the local community, 
other professionals, and the sources, 
services, methods, and systems of 
information handling. A confidential 
meeting of up to a half-day is pro-
vided free as a professional courtesy. 
Although SLA consultation officers 
cannot plan libraries or develop com-
plete plans for an information policy 
in a few hours, they are experts at 
addressing the strategic issues in es-
tablishing a library /information center. 
They will discuss and evaluate your 
situation within the organization. At 
the end of the initial session, they can 
provide a reference to a private con-
sultant. These consultants include 
SLA members who are listed in CON-
SULT Online, http://www.sla.org/ 
consultonline. To arrange for SLA's 
consultation service, contact the 
Knowledge Exchange at kex@sla.org 
or the SLA chapter nearest you. 
SLA's Global Community - Part II 
Last month I reported on the 
information outlook 
progress of the Global 2000 Fellows 
and how the opportunity granted 
them to attend Global 2000 in En-
gland in October 2000 has been 
agreat catalyst to further develop-
ments in their careers. 
Praveen K. Jain, assistant librarian, 
Institute of Economic Growth, Uni-
versity of Delhi, India, was elected 
president of SLA's Asian chapter for 
2002-2004, and is working on ob-
taining funds to put on an Interna-
tional Conference on Challenges and 
Opportunities for Library and Infor-
mation Professionals from the Asian 
Pacific perspective. Jain was awarded 
a three-year membership in the 
American Society of Information 
Science and Technology (ASIST) and 
a travel grant to attend its conference 
in Long Beach, California. His paper 
from the ASIST competition was 
selected for publication in the June 
issue of International Information 
and Library Review. 
Jariah Jais, institute librarian and 
coordinator of corporate information 
services for the Malaysian Agricul-
tural Research and Development In-
stitute, is reorganizing her library to 
reflect the institute's increasing use 
of technology and computer appli-
cations. Jais has a major role in this 
project, submitting proposals and 
recommendations for the introduc-
tion of the new Malaysian Salary 
Scheme for government employees 
for her organization. Jais is a council 
member of the Librarians Associa-
tion of Malaysia, and is very involved 
in its activities-organizing seminars, 
conferences, and training courses. 
Aguinaldo Marcelino, librarian, 
Fundacao Memorial da America 
Latina, Sao Paulo, Brazil, has been 
working in the Reference Section, 
talking with students about the 
library and librarianship, and 
partnering with schools. At the li-
brary of Instituto Italiano di Cultura 
di San Paolo, Marcelino and a col-
league presented a proposal to par-
ticipate in the library system change 
over a two-year period. Although his 
library lost a very close vote for the 
Librarianship Regional Council of 
Sao Paulo, they will keep trying in 
the future. He attended the 2nd Sao 
Paulo Public Libraries Forum and the 
International Archives, Libraries, 
Documentation Centres, and Muse-
ums Congress. Marcelino is twinned 
with the Rio Grande chapter. 
Paiki Muswazi, head of special 
collections at the University of 
Swaziland Libraries was a founding 
member of the Sub-Saharan African 
chapter in 2001. Muswazi won the 
LMD Committee award in the Inter-
national Paper Competition for De-
veloping Country Librarians, for 
which he received an expense-
paid trip to the New York conference 
and a two-year SLA membership. He 
delivered his paper, "Library and In-
formation Services (LIS) Strategic 
Planning in Developing Countries: 
A Case Study," at the conference. 
Mduduzi Godfrey Ncongwane is a 
founding member of the Sub-Sa-
haran African chapter; he was an 
executive member and newsletter 
editor of the provincial branch of the 
Library and Information Association 
of South Africa (LIASA) in 2001. He 
initiated a membership survey seeking 
to learn more about members' needs 
and secured one of South Africa's lead-
ing writers, Professor Njabulo 
Ndebele to speak on the theme of 
African Renaissance during Library 
Week. Ncongwane presented a co-
written paper at the 4th Annual 
LIASA Conference in Johannesburg. 
He is working on a master's degree 
in knowledge management, focusing 
on knowledge maps in two scientific 
companies in Cape Town. 
John R. Latham 
Director, Knowledge Exchange 
john@sla.org 
Chapter • Division • Caucus Websites 
Special Libraries Association 
www.sla .org 
Chapter 
Boston (CBOS) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/cbos/ 
Connecticut Valley (CCNV) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/ccnv/index.html 
European (CEUR) 
http://www.sla-europe.org/ 
Princeton-Trenton (CPRT) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/cpt/index. html 
San Francisco Bay Region (CSFO) 
http://www.sims. berkeley. ed u/sfsla 
Sierra Nevada (CSRN) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/csrn/ 
Southern California (CSCA) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/csca/ 
Toronto (CTOR) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/ctor/index.html 
Upstate New York (CUNY) 
http://www.sla.org/chapter/cuny/ 
Division 
Advertising and Marketing (DAM) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dam/index.html 
Biomedical & Life Sciences (0810) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dbio/ 
Business and Finance (OBF) 
http://www.slabf.org/ 
Chemistry (DCHE) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dche/chemdiv.html 
Education (OEDU) 
http://www.sla.org/division/ded/index.html 
Engineering (DENG) 
http://www.sla.org/division/deng/engdiv.html 
Environment & Resource Management (DERM) 
http://www.sla.org/division/derm/index.htm 
Food, Agriculture & Nutrition (DFAN) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dfan/ 
Geography and Map (DGM) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dgm/index. htm 
Information Technology (DITE) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dite/index.html 
>- for 1rf>rmdfton on SL.A-- Untr 
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Insurance Employee Benefits (DIEB) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dieb/index.htm 
Legal (OLEG) 
http://www.slalegal.org/ 
Library Management (OLMO) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dlmd 
Materials Research and Manufacturing (DMRM) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dmrm 
Military Librarians (DMIL) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dmil/index.html 
Museums, Arts & Humanities (DMAH) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dmah/ 
News (DNWS) 
http://www.ibiblio.org/slanews/ 
Petroleum & Energy Resources (DPER) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dper/ 
Pharmaceutical & Health Technology (DPHT) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dpht/ 
Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics (OPAM) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dpam/pamtop.html 
Science-Technology (DST) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dst/ 
Social Science (DSOC) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dsoc/ 
Solo Librarians (OSOL) 
http://www.sla.org/division/dsol/ 
Transportation (DTRN) 
http://www.library.nwu.edu/transportation/slatran/ 
Caucus 
Gay & Lesbian Issues Caucus (KGLI) 
http://www.sla.org/caucus/kglic/ 
Information Futurists Caucus (KINF) 
http://www.sla.org/caucus/kinf/ 
lnt'I Information Exchange Caucus (KIIE) 
http://www.sla.org/caucus/kiie/ 
Natural History Caucus (KNAT) 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/sla/ 
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Dialog 
www.dialog.com 
Back Cover July 2003 August 2003 September 2003 
Dynix 
www.epixtech.com 
Elsevier 
www.elsevier.com 
Inside Back Cover 
AALL Annual Meeting and 
Conference 
July 12-16 
Seattle, WA 
http://aallnet.org/events 
69th International 
Federation of Library 
Associations and 
Institutions (!FLA} General 
Conference and Council 
August 1-9 
30th Research Conference on 
Communication Information 
and Internet Policy 
September 26-30 
ISi ResearchSoft 
www.isiresearchsoft.com 
Alexandria, VA 
http://www.tprc.org/TPRC02/ 
LSL Boston 
www.lslboston.com 
17 
Society of Indexers 
July 16-18 
Cheltenham, UK 
Berlin, Germany 
www.ifla.org 
2002.htm 
Marquis Who's Who 
www.marquiswhoswho.com 
15 http://www.socind.demon.co.uk Society of American 
Archivists (SAA} 
NERAC 9 Syllabus 2003 August 18-24 
www.nerac.com 
Softlink America 
www.softlinkamerica.com 
The Haworth Press 
www.haworthpressinc.com 
Threshold Information 
www.threshinfo.com 
West Group 
www.westgroup.com 
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13 
Inside Front Cover 
July 27-31 
San Jose, CA 
http://www.syllabus.com/ 
summer2003 
Los Angeles, CA 
http://www.archivists.org 
Association for Computing 
Machinery 
HyperText 03 
August 26-30 
Nottingham, UK 
http://www.ht03.org 
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2003 Virtual Seminar Series 
axonomies fOr lnd.eXing 
Advanced Seminar 
July 231 2003 2:00pm - 3:30pm ET 
Virtual Seminar Leader 
Jay Ven Eman 
A thesaurus is an outline of knowledge and 
used heavily in content and knowledge 
management. A taxonomy is the hierarchical 
view of a thesaurus. Built and deployed 
correctly, a taxonomy is a great guide to a 
Web site, especially the underlying data-
bases. It improves searching by providing 
precise, relevant results to a search query. 
Sponsored by "' LexisNexis"' 
21 ST CENTURY PARTNER 
Critical Learning Questions: 
How do you create one?/ 
What is the workflow? 
Who should do it? 
/ How long does it take? 
For more information visit: 
www.sla.org/virtualseminar 
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information outlook 
Dynix.com 
After 20 years in the field of library technology, Dynix remains the 
leading provider of information management systems in the world. With 
the largest installed base of customers in the field, Dynix serves all types 
of libraries: academic, special, school, and public, as well as consortium. 
11DYNIX 
OPEN MORE EYES 
Too much to sort through? 
Let our industry editors help. 
Dial g NewsEdge 
Throughout the day. Dialog NewsEdge delivers comprehensive. 
personalized industry-specific business news and information. Using 
their unique perspective and industry expertise. our editors hand select 
the top stories to provide the essential news you need to do your job. No 
other business news and information service delivers the true 
intelligence and relevancy of Dialog NewsEdge. 
INFORMATION TO CHANGE THE WORLD 
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